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How to make £10 free
from Alliance Auctions

We all know how costs rise year by year. Printing costs go
up, paper prices go up, so do envelopes let alone postage.
We love to send out catalogues but it is getting prohibitively
expensive.

Therefore just send  us your email address and each month
we will advise you when the catalogue is online.  We will
advise you again 2 days before the sale.  If you do this
then you get a £10 voucher to spend in our sales.

We know some of you like to have  a paper catalogue, and
of course, if you do we will happily continue to supply
these as we do at the moment.
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Terms of Business

Purchasers

■ The auction is conducted under the Philatelic Auctioneers Standard Terms and Conditions of Sale
(1973 Revision). The placing of a bid is taken as full agreement to these. For Postal Bidders we will buy
on your behalf at the lowest possible price, subject only to other bids received or reserves. Please do
not bid below our house reserve of 80% of estimate, as these are unlikely to succeed. Please check your
bids as we cannot accept the return of any lots bid on in error. All bids must be in £ Sterling.

■ Lots marked with an asterisk * are subject to additional VAT at the current rate.
■ There is a buyers premium of 12½% plus VAT.
■ In the absence of postal instructions, lots purchased inland will be sent by certificate of posting/recorded

delivery (up to £100) or registered post (over £100). Lots sent overseas will he consigned by recorded or
registered air mail post. Postage, packing and insurance costs shall, in all cases, be borne by the
purchaser.There is a handling fee of £2 for packing & insurance, applied to each consignment.

■ Please avoid phoning for results the day after the sale, as we are exceptionally busy. We try to despatch
lots the week of the sale, but it may take up to a week to complete this task. Please bear with us.

■ We do strive for complete customer satisfaction and will accept the return of lots for an immediate
refund, however as we have a duty to pay our vendors promptly 60 days after the sale, no returned lots
can be accepted beyond 28 days from the date of the auction. NO EXCEPTIONS can be made unless an
extension is requested when bidding. In line with this policy, unpaid pro-forma invoices will be can-
celled 42 days after the sale and the lots returned to the Vendor. A lot may be returned which has been
incorrectly described for a full refund, except in the case of Collections or Mixed Lots which are sold on
an ‘as-is’ basis and not subject to rejection.

■ All lots must be paid for within 14 days of invoice receipt. Payment can be made by signed and crossed
blank cheque (Eurocheque with number on reverse up to £200), or Sterling draft or money order, or by
Credit card (Access / Mastercard / Visa / Eurocard only) at no extra charge. Overseas customers paying
in currency other than £ Sterling must add £6 to their invoices to cover bank charges. After 28 days
unpaid invoices will have interest added at the rate of 2% per calendar month or part month.

■ Postal viewing facilities are regrettably not available. However a photocopying service is available free
for all lots except collections.

Vendors

■ There is a commission rate of 10% (plus VAT) for Vendors and payment will be made 60 days after the sale. There is
a minimum commission of £4 per lot sold. There are no unsold charges providing we agree with the reserve prices.

■ When consigning items, please ensure a minimum lot value of £50 and total consignment value of £200.
Items worth less than this figure will be amalgamated at the auctioneers discretion. Unsold lots can
usually be placed into a subsequent sale at a reduced estimate. Kindly advise us after the sale whether
lots are to be reoffered or returned. Kindly note all return costs are to be borne by the vendor.

■ Boxes of Catalogues, magazines and kiloware will be taken for auction on the understanding they may be
combined with other material to achieve the minimum lot value or offered unreserved.

■ Withdrawal of lots before the auction but after the catalogue is printed will incur a fee of £4 per lot.
■ Whereas every effort is made to security of items left with Alliance Auctions, no obligation can be given to

expensive or high catalogue items in one-country collections or mixed lots unless itemised in the description.

Abbreviations

M mint U used h/s handstamp u/m unmounted mint
f/u fine used o.g. original gum sh special handstamp s/l straight line
Fdc first day cover m/s miniature sheet cto cancelled to order cds circular date stamp
Canc cancellation PTSA priced to sell at PPC picture post card STC stated to catalogue
Mi Michel catalogue Yv Yvert catalogue SG Stanley Gibbons catalogue      s/b Stockbook
SV Special Viewing

FDC Abbreviations

HA hand addressed UA unaddressed (normally not mentioned)
printed address typed address address label
pencil address rubber stamp address

Lot Type Abbreviations

Album Box Envelope Small lot

1132
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Map of our Venue

■ Take the second exit at M11 junction 8a signposted Stansted Airport and take the first
exit signposted to Long Stay car park. At the roundabout take the first exit to Hilton Hotel and Long Stay
car park. Go straight over mini round about and past Hilton Hotel and Long Stay car park on left. Follow
road round the ‘S’ bend and go past First Avenue on the right to Stansted Business Park. Bury Lodge is
approximately 100 yards on the right hand side.

■  Take the slip road from M11 junction 8 signposted Stansted Airport. Take the first
exit to Stansted Airport. At the next roundabout take the second exit to Hilton Hotel and Long Stay car
park. Go straight over mini round about and past Hilton Hotel and Long Stay car park on left. Follow road
round the ‘S’ bend and go past First Avenue on the right to Stansted Business Park. Bury Lodge is
approximately 100 yards on the right hand side.

■ Please note there is a bar, bar meals and a resturant. We will provide complimentary tea & coffee. There
is ample free parking. Should you be unable to attend, limited viewing is available at our offices by
appointment.

■ Viewing is between 12am to 7.15pm on the day of the sale and at our offices prior to sale day.

How to find us.....

Alliance Auctions is part of Auld Alliance Philatelics Ltd

Directors: John Auld & Lesley Auld

Please Note:
Our Office Hours are Monday to Friday 9.00am to 5pm

Bid Increases

Up to £20 in £1 steps £20-£50 in £2 steps £50-£100 in £5 steps
£100-£200 in £10 steps £200-£500 in £20 steps £500-£1,000 in £50 steps

Over £1,000 in £100 steps
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Public & Postal Auction No. 152
Tuesday, Febuary 1st 2011 at 7.30 p.m.

Welcome to our February sale. In spite of half the World being asleep over
Christmas we have put together a fine selection of material particularly strong in
GB, with much material that has not been on the market for sometime.

Some of you may pick this up at the York fair on 21st/22nd January. This is the
biggest and in my opinion the best regular British Fair outside London and worth
a trip even if you are in Scotland, Southern England or the West country. After
that we will be at Stampex, details elsewhere in the catalogue. This is the best
London show by far and you can view our next (March) auction there. (Envelopes
& flat lots only only except on request) we are trying to expand the range and
quantity of our sales so vendors lots are always most welcome.

Best wishes
Lesley, John and staff

Lot No. Estimate
COLLECTIONS AND MIXED LOTS

1 VA Commonwealth colln in blue Devon album. Includes Falkland Islands. Many higher
catalogued items spotted. STC £4500+ £950

2 VA Commonwealth ‘A-Z’ colln in 3 red padded albums. Many better countries and items.
STC £3800. £880

3 VA Commonwealth colln in blue Devon album. Many higher catalogued items spotted.
STC £3700+ £750

4 VA Barbados, Jamaica & Tobago colln in 3 springback albums. STC £3600+ £685
5 VB World accum in large box comprising of 10 s/books x 2-3 envelopes, we note Belgium,

Poland, Norway, USA, etc. Interesting lot, but heavily duplicated in places.  (1000’s) £610
6 VA BCW in blue album, good GB, SWA, St Helena, Egypt, Mor Ags. £500
7 VB Carton contg 8 albums & stockbooks noted collns/accums of GB, Canada, Germany,

DDR, NZ, USA, Thematics etc.  (100’s) £400
8 VB 7 s/books/albums etc, of FDC’s European, World thematics, we note Trains, Cats,

Animals, Birds, etc, etc. Inspection advised.  (1000’s) £395
9 VA BCW in red album, spring of album broken, useful throughout, especially, GB,

Australia, Bahrain, Bahamas, Zanzibar. £380
10 VE Bundle of Commonwealth album pages. STC £3170. £375
11 VB Valuable C’wealth lot with much modern, but we note Omnibus 1946 Victory, 1953

Coro etc + Aviation covers & stamps etc. Inspection advised of this clean useful lot. (100’s) £350
12 VE Commonwealth colln in blue folder. Countries incl A.A.T., B.I.O.T., Gibraltar, Kuwait

& Malta. Mainly u/m of vfu. STC £1300+ £325
13 VA Commonwealth mint & used colln in large blue s’book. Many better items seen. £310
14 A KGVI crown album of M&U, but mainly used, plenty of high values with many

S.Weddings, fine clean colln. STC £2100+ in 2005, potential.  (100s) £280
15 B World mainly European seln in s/books with some slight duplication, we note

Czechoslovakia, Germany, Poland, etc.  (100s) £275
16 2B World in 29 albums, mainly loose in clear plastic pages. Better to be found.  (1000’s) £250
17 A BCW black SG Devon Album, QV to QE2, strength throughout. £250
18 VA Old red Triumph well filled we note useful mint Commonwealth Northern &

Southern Rhodesia etc (100s) £240
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Lot No. Estimate

19 A Laos, Cambodia & Vietnam u/m collection in album, stc 1675 euros. £240
20 B Large amount of Europe in box of s/books, we note Austria, Poland, Switzerland, etc,

early to modern.   (1000’s) £240
21 A Commonwealth & Foreign colln in full green s’book. Very useful range of thematics. £220
2 2 B World seln of M&U early to modern in 33 s/books, needs sorting. Condn fair to fine.

(1000’s) £220
23 A Br.C’wealth with u/m & f.u. with mainly QEII, but some KGVI noted incl. Bahamas,

Barbados, Cook Isl. u/m, Fiji, Grenada, Mauritius, NZ, Pitcairn from KGVI m/u,
Tristan, etc. Clean lot! (100’s) £200

24 B World accum of 9 s/books early to modern with better noted. Good sorter.  (1000s) £195
25 B World seln in numerous s/books incl Ethiopia, Netherlands, Liberia, Lybia, etc. M&U

early to modern.   (1000s) £195
26 B World seln of mainly European in numerous s/books, with dupln.  (100s) £195
27 B Europe seln in 24 s/books, we note C.EPT FDC’s, Netherlands, etc. M&U good lot.

(100s) £195
2 8 B World accum in 16 s/books, many s/books of Netherlands m/m, u/m, used,

S.America etc. (100’s) £195
29 A Foreign colln in green album. Nice range of early to approx 1960s. Small amount of

Commonwealth seen. £190
3 0 A All World colln in green Swiftsure album. £190
31 A Commonwealth u/m colln in red s’book. 1960’s new issues all in sets. £190
32 B Collection of very fine used in 4 large, well filled stock books, post war, mid/modern,

a most attractive offering with complete sequences and numerous sets, noted France,
Netherlands, West Germany GB 1960’s-96, + smaller offering of Sweden. 100s.
Exceptionally clean material. (4) £180

3 3 A SG KGVI Red Crown album with m&u colln STC £1360+ (100’s) £180
34 B Various in carton, noted much Europe in one ountry collections, clean early ranges

on album leaves, German p/war covers, San Marino, Russia, various foreign etc.
Good condition.  1000’s £180

35 A KGVI green Crown album m&u range with vals to 10/- & $2 etc. Condn g-fine.
Ideal for expansion, high cat value.  (100’s) £180

36 B World seln of 10 s/books early to modern, m&u with diverse material.  (100’s) £180
3 7 A Seven ‘Countries Books’ all Delegates book u/m STC £41; Iran 1967 Delegates

book. 1962/7 stamps complete. STC £398; Iran 1967/8 Delegates book. STC £56;
Monaca 1970 STC £14.65; Netherlands 1965/6 STC £14.40; Cameroon 1960’s STC
£58; Portugal 1965/6 STC £110.55. Total STC £691. £175

38 B World, but mainly Europe accumulation in s/books. Inspection advised.  (1000’s) £175
3 9 B World early to modern accum in 24 s/books of various sizes.  (1000’s) £175
4 0 A Early to modern in s/book World with heavy duplication in places.  (1000’s) £175
41 B Carton of British Commonwealth on album pages. PTSA £625.   (100’s) £170
42 2B Accum in 2 cartons, much off paper loose in envelopes. Hours of happy sorting.

(1000’s) £160
43 A World M/M & U/M seln of blocks & MS’s incl sets. Clean lot.  (100’s) £155
44 A Tristan da Cunha, Turks & Caicos, Trinidad & Tobago & Zambia colln on pages in a

red folder. STC £1110. £150
45 A Commonwealth ‘A-B’ colln in red binder. Strength in most of the Countries. STC £1050+ £150
46 A Aden, Cape of Good Hope, Ceylon colln in red springback album. Many better items

seen. STC £1135 £150
47 B Rich seln of material with some C’wealth, Poland, Czeshoslavakia, Italy from earlies

etc, with many Thematics.   (100’s) £150
48 B Collection in 6 stockbooks featuring much fu, inc dups, from 19c issues to mid

modern, with useful pickings, noted France, Italy, Belgium, Austria, Germany, Swiss.
Many 100s. Clean lot. (6) £150
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Lot No. Estimate

49 B Quantity in a carton housing 10 stock books, wide range of material, in good
condition with much fu noted useful Sweden, Portugal, Belgium + Congo, France
dups etc. 1000s.  (10) £150

50 3B World mixture in 3 large boxes, plenty to sort here with this modern mixture. (1000s) £150
51 A British Empire early to middle issues in s/bk. Much useful ideal for gap filling, club

books etc. (Few 100s) £150
52 B Box of World M/S’s m&u, but mainly mint, much u/m. Good seln STC £1,200. (few

100’s) £150
53 B Br C’wealth with useful pickings on s/cards from QV-QEII incl sets. Good lot.  (few 100) £150
5 4 A Commonwealth s/bk with Mauritius, Montserrat, Nigerian, N Borneo, Nyasaland,

Pitcairn, etc. STC £795   (100’s) £140
55 A BSA in red stock book, inc. Bechuanaland, Botswana, Zululand, stamps, revenues,

cinderellas etc. Mainly older material. £135
56 A Various in 5 stock books, noted interesting range of early French colonies, Belgium

p/war mint with better, 1960 Refugee min sheet etc, earlier Belgian Congo, France,
Germany etc. Good condition, some reorganisation required. 100’s (5) £126

57 A Commonwealth colln in small brown s’book. Very interesting items noted. Smattering
of foreign. £125

5 8 A All world colln in green album. Many interesting bits noted. £125
59 A Mainly modern used C’wealth with Australia, NZ, Canada, Singapore, Malta, etc.

Condn fair to fine. STC £1500+   (100’s) £120
60 B World seln comprising of s/books & albums etc, with Europe & C’wealth + useful u/m

S. America. (100’s) £120
61 A Commonwealth KGV used colln in red s’book. STC £840. £110
62 A Commonwealth ‘S-T’ colln in blue springback album. Better items seen. STC £675+ £110
63 A Tanganyika, Tanzania, Uganda & Zanzibar colln on pages in blue binder. STC £710+ £110
64 A Jamaica & Pakistan colln in red springback album. Strength in both Countries. STC £810 £110
65 B Quantity in carton housing 9 stock books, noted USA with useful mint, various

foreign inc Asia, East Europe etc, attractive ranges, good condition. 1000s.   (8) £110
6 6 B Collection in 5 stockbooks, wide range of material, main value in 64 leaf stock album

Albania-Turkey with early pickings, also clean offerings of Belgium, various East
Europe with thematic interest. 100s. Good condition.  (5) £110

67 B Box with albums of GB PHQ’s & FDC’s, Asia, Europe, Australia, PNG etc. (100’s) £110
68 B Eastern Europe accum in 12 s/books, early to modern.  (100’s) £110
69 A World, but mainly Eastern Europe seln with duplication in s/book, mainly m/m &

u/m.  (100’s) £110
70 A World M/M & U/M World seln in 2 s/books, we note Birds, Animals, etc + useful

Afghanistan in U/M blocks. Worth a peek.  (100s) £105
71 A Commonwealth ‘A-B’ colln in green Aden album. STC £640. £100
72 A Commonwealth ‘A-K’ colln in red springback album. Better items seen. STC £645. £100
73 B World m & u seln in box on pages, loose in packets & envelopes, needs a good sort

Early to modern (100s) £100
74 B Various in a carton, noted quality mix in shoe box and large cigar box, Europe on

Hagners, collection of Mexico on leaves from 1861, Vatican MUH, quantity of
covers. Genuine sorter. Many 100’s £100

75 A Early to mainly modern seln of used in blue s/book with Austria, France, Germany,
etc. STC £1,200.   (100s) £100

76 B World M&U in 4 s/books some U/M some thematic content here etc.  (100s) £100
77 A C’wealth in red senator album m&u seln of countries, mostly pre QEII, condn fair to

fine. (100’s) £100
78 B World seln in box of many albums m&u + Ireland, Iceland & Br Forces KGVI opts

on Hagnars. Worth a look.  (100s) £95
7 9 B World range in 12 s/books early to modern. (100’s). £95
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Lot No. Estimate

80 B World accum early to modern in 13 s/books. M&U. (100’s) £95
81 B Small box of C’wealth & World on s/cards m&u with very high cat value.  (100’s) £90
82 B World seln of 9 s/books and 1 envelope M&U, but mainly used incl useful. Good

sorter. (1000s) £90
83 B World accum of mainly used, duplication throughout with useful in 5 s/books,

inspection advised. £90
84 A Europe with useful incl good Andorra & Italy etc. in black album.  (100’s) £90
85 A Diverse World material M&U incl. MS’s.  (100’s) £90
86 A Commonwealth mint & used colln in brown s’book. Higher value items seen. Some

foreign noted, incl China. £80
87 B Berghaus box of m&u Europe on pages. (100’s) £80
8 8 B Collection in 3 large stock books, housing used ranges from earlier through later cto

thematics, depth of material inc dups noted Poland, Czech, Hungary, Romania. Clean
condition.  1000’s (3) £80

89 B World seln of albums, s/books etc. m&u of most countries.   (100’s) £80
90 A Br.C’wealth early to modern with better India with vals to 3R & 15R etc.  (100’s) £80
91 A World early to modern seln in s/book. (100’s) £80
92 B One of our regular vendor’s was given an ultimation by his other half. Clear up your

stamps. This & many other boxes in this sale is the result.   (100’s) £75
93 B Box of oddments, loads of stamps, here looks to have possible finds.  (1000’s) £75
94 B Green P.Office bag with M&U in album, s/book, s/cards etc. with useful. Norway

mint.  (100s) £75
95 A World, Old leaves in blue spring-back album, useful GB, but whole World with Asia. £75
96 A Asia Collection Japan with interesting early postcards. Early to modern Korea,

including miniature sheets & Indonesia. £75
97 B Large carton of all World consignment residue. All sorts here for hours of happy

sorting. (1000’s). £75
98 B World with much C’wealth m&u early to modern in albums & s/books, worth sifting

through. (100’s) £70
99 A British Commonwealth, better bits & pieces QV-QE in s/bk.  (dozens) £70
100 B World mix of loose in albums, packets, 2 s/books of Turkey early to modern. A good

rummage could prove rewarding.  (100s) £70
101 A World seln in s/book M&U, mainly mid to modern with useful.  (100’s) £70
102 A Mint & used diverse World material in s/book. (few 100’s) £70
103 B Large carton of misc for sorting.  (1000s) £65
104 A Commonwealth colln in red album. £65
105 A Commonwealth colln in red album. STC £410. £65
106 A S/bk with very diverse interesting ranges noted Ionian Is set of 3, Netherlands,

Commonwealth, Germany, Italy etc (100s) £65
107 A 64 page s/book of used ex-dealer’s stock with dupl, with some mint noted with

Ireland from 1922 + Guernsey & Jersey.  (100’s) £65
108 B World accum in box with approval books, albums, loose, Hungary colln early to

modern, covers pages etc. Good lot.  (1000s) £65
109 A Red stock book of mainly early India, QV to KG6, many thousands, some postmarks. £65
110 E Br N.America with Canada, Newfoundland, Prince Edward Isl etc.  (sev dozens) £65
111 E Postmarks, Niger Coast/Nigeria (32) plus small book of early World (100+) plus

early Belgian pmks. (many 100’s) £65
112 A World in album with much Netherlands, Scandinavia etc. M&U.  (100’s) £65
113 A World m&u slightly duplicated material, early to mainly moder.  (100’s) £65
114 A World M&U seln in s/book incl sets, we note Europe issues.  (Few 100) £65
115 E World & C’wealth m&u with Australia 1930’s, NZ, Jaipur, Rhodesia 1913-26

Admirals vals to 1/- m&u etc.   (few 100) £65
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Lot No. Estimate

116 B Large carton of philatelic clearance, loose, s/books, tins etc.  (1000’s) £60
117 A S/bk full of diverse world majority early to middle (100s) £60
118 A Norway, Finland & Denmark all periods in s/bk. Much recent fine used.  (100’s) £60
119 E Latin America with Argentina, Chile, Haiti, Peru, etc. M&U.  (few 100) £60
120 A Modern World used accum in s/book with varied thematic content noted.  (100’s) £60
121 A Commonwealth ‘C-M’ colln in red album. STC £380 £55
122 A Commonwealth colln in red springback album. Better items seen. STC £348. £55
123 B C’wealth & GB with Australia to $1, etc much duplication.  (1000’s) £55
124 A Austria & Switzerland in s/book mid to modern with some duplication g-f.u.   (100s) £55
125 E Latin America. Large accumulation on album pages. Mainly earlier material. Many 100’s £55
126 B Large box of recent World charity mix. Good lot. (1000’s) £50
127 B Carton of oddments useful noted also quantity of bundleware.  (1000’s) £50
128 A All World colln in a packed red s’book. £50
129 B Large carton of mixed material.  (1000’s) £50
130 B Suitcase of old albums etc.  (1000’s) £50
131 B South & Central America stock. (many 100s) £50
132 B Large carton of oddments for sorting.  (1000’s) £50
133 B Odd albums etc in large carton.  (100’s) £50
134 B World mix with loose in envelopes, s/books, albums, and a bit of GB etc.  (100s) £50
135 B Box of Foreign & C’wealth in smaller boxes, smaller s/books etc.   (100s) £50
136 A Br C’wealth with better much mint incl Cyprus KGVI set to £1, Palestine etc.  (few 100) £50
137 A Br C’wealth modern seln of u/m sets in s/book, we note Hong Kong etc. + MS’s etc.

STC 213 Euros. (sev dozens) £50
138 B Carton of miscellaneous for sorting. (1000’s) £50
139 B Carton of miscellaneous for sorting. (1000’s) £50
140 B Carton of miscellaneous for sorting. (1000’s) £50
141 B Carton of miscellaneous for sorting.  (1000’s) £50
142 B Carton of miscellaneous for sorting.  (1000’s) £50
143 B Carton of miscellaneous for sorting.  (1000’s) £50
144 B Carton of miscellaneous for sorting.  (1000’s) £50
145 B Carton of miscellaneous for sorting.  (1000’s) £50
146 B World clearout in large slipcase cont 4 albums, Foreign used (3000) GB used (2000

incl multiples) Borts album, Christmas PHQs & GB FDI in piece. £50
147 B Large box of oddments for sorting.  (1000’s) £48
148 B Large clearance box all sorts to sort.  (1000’s) £48
149 E World on hagners & pages m&u with many thematics incl Birds & Paintings. (100’s) £48
150 A Modern mainly u/m seln in s/book incl Cisjeum Transkei, Vendra, Solomon Isl, etc.

Clean lot. (100’s) £45
151 B A huge accumulation of collectors discards unsorted etc split into 18 boxes ideal

sorting (1000s) £44
152 A Foreign I-V early to modern in springback incl. Italy to 2002, Japan, Mexico,

Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, USA etc. (100’s) £40
153 B Large box World on paper (including some GB), modern clean mix, appears to be

good variety of Countries. Heavy lot.  (1000’s) £40
154 B Large glory box.   (1000’s) £40
155 B Large glory box.   (1000’s) £40
156 B Box of various  incl Australia m & u early to mid 350 SG medium Simplex leaves +

100 interleaves, Denmark, Belgium m & u, album of World modern ms’s m & u,
India on s/cards, World u/m in old s/bk etc (100s) £40

157 B Box of loose, stockbooks etc.  (1000’s) £40
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Lot No. Estimate

158 B Box including Argentina collection, Austria dues, Germany, some old booklets.
Penny reds etc. £40

159 B Box of unsorted mixture that has remained in an attic for some years with recent
issues now added that needs checking, Vendor now only collects GB and not
interested in what may be found here. Worth a rummage. £40

160 A British Commonwealth + Foreign Collection neatly arranged (1000s). Useful
Australia (100s) Canada (100s), Germany & USA. £40

161 A ‘C’ Countries incl Cocos (Keeling) Isl, Christmas Isl u/m, Ceylon early to modern
m&u. (few 100s) £40

162 B South American Collection Middle Period. Many 100s £40
163 B Carton of loose etc.  (1000’s) £40
164 A World seln in s/book, but mainly early to mid period of Br C’wealth. Worth a nose.

(few 100) £40
165 A World, but mainly C’wealth modern FDC’s in large blue folder, interesting variety. (c82) £38
166 A Fine used modern C’wealth colln in s/books all cutouts, all complete sets.  STC 162

Euros. (dozens) £38
167 B World seln of M&U in s/books & album etc. with mainly thematic content of Birds,

Animals & Trains, etc.   (few 100’s) £38
168 E Seln of European b/lets in fine condn.  (Sev dozens) £36
169 E Envelope of chiefly Middle East stamps, covers PPC’s, Turkey, Cyprus, Greece, Israel

etc. A bit of a hotchpotch, but useful. £35
170 A Commonwealth mint & used colln on pages. STC £220 £32
171 A World incl some C’wealth in ring binder with m & u , some better noted, Gibraltar

KHVI vals to 2/- u, Germany, India vals to 5R, Italy, KUT KGVI to 10/- u, etc (few 100) £32
172 A Br C’Wealth sparce colln in clear Simplex album we note Falklands, Grenada KGV to

1/-m, KGVIm to 5/- etc, Hong Kong KGV vals to $1 u in bag, Ireland, Jamaica with
useful with KGVI to 10/- u etc (few 100) £32

173 B World with much GB incl commems & machins 4 6+ £10 Britannias f.u. etc. Needs
a good sort. (1000’s) £32

174 B Box of modern Charity mix. Needs sorting. (1000’s) £30
175 E C’wealth mainly modern S-Z with vals to $2 STC £325.   (few 100). £30
176 A M&U European seln in brown s/book with Austria, Finland, Greece, Italy, Portugal,

Spain etc. Condn fair to fine.  (few 100’s) £30
177 E Portugal & Spain and small amount of Andorra, with better m & u, viewing

recommended. (few 100) £30
178 A 1960’s early 1970’s Commonwealth minisheets. (40) £30
179 B Strange mix incl Australia KGV heads (low vals) p/cards & early 1d reds on cover +

shoe box of USA kiloware.   (few 100’s) £30
180 E European used seln on leaves on s/cards, no dupl incl sets.  (few 100’s) £26
181 B Carton of recent Charity mix.  (1000’s) £25
182 B Box of modern on paper mix.  (1000’s) £25
183 B Carton of modern Charity mix.  (1000’s) £25
184 A Stamp Collection earlies GB, Australia, Canada. (100s) £25
185 A World mix of mainly Netherland earlies & France & some Commonwealth.  (100’s) £24
186 E South America miscellany, mainly middle issues much Chile.    (100’s) £24
187 B World in box, we note C’wealth m&u, GB PHQ cards etc, etc.  (100’s) £22
188 E 130 covers including First Day and commercial. £20
189 E World of sets incl GB pre-decimal commems u/m & g-f.u. & Canada, KUT,

N Hebrides, Libya, USA etc.  (Sev dozens). £20
190 E Near & Far East duplicates on cards, all good to fine used.  (few 100’s) £20
191 B World, mainly modern on & off paper, but solely commercial covers GB.   (100’s) £20
192 A World Collection in F.G. Album. £20
193 B Desk/Study clearout stamps on & off paper FD cover inserts, dolls furniture kits. £20
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194 B Carton of modernish European kiloware.  (1000’s). £15
195 E Scandinavia with Norway & Sweden mainly mid period with earlier Sweden.(dozens) £15
196 B Shoebox of on paper 1980’s (mainly mix). (1000’s) £15
197 B Shoebox of 1980’s charity mix.  (1000’s) £15
198 A Foreign used with duplication incl. Argentina, Belgium, China, Germany, Israel, Italy,

Japan, Poland, Switzerland, Thailand, USA etc.  (100’s) £10

UNRESERVED LOTS
199 E 1858-1936 colln on S.g one-country leaves incl. KEDVII & KGV defin sets used,

airs, back of book. Mostly used.   (sev dozens) £60

AUTOGRAPHS
200 E Sherpa T Enzing now established as the first man to reach the pinnical of Everest.

Signed on an Indian FDC with issues commemorating the climb in 1953 (he only
signed 100 and they are rare), plus in addition a postcard portrait also with First Day
Stamps. (2) £25

OMNIBUS ISSUES
201 E 1937 Coronation M&U Hagners dupl incl multiples. (dozens) £12
202 E 1937 Coronation fine used.  (202) £75
203 A 1966/1974 Churchill m&u in s/book, incl imperfs, etc.  (few 100) £55
204 E 1978 Coronation sheetlets incl 8 scarce uncat sheetlets of 4 etc.  (21) £32
205 A Europa & related issues mint/used accum in large green s’book. Huge cat. £125
206 VA Royalty FDC’s, coin covers etc noted 2 1998 Welsh Diana packs.  (dozens) £60
207 A Royalty coin covers etc in album. (dozens) £40
208 A Trafalgar stamps & coin covers.   (dozens) £25
209 A Sundry coin covers etc in album. £40
210 E Churchill seln of covers & p/cards all relating to him.  (c90). £55
211 E Churchill seln of covers & p/cards.  (c60) £40
212 A GB Royal Wedding 1981 FDC & PO booklets. Duplication. £30
213 B Stamp & Coin cover collection Royal Golden Wedding - some lovely covers

Gibraltar, Jersey, GB, Isle of Man etc. Also few Space USA Moon Landing covers. £60
214 B Royalty 1992 Royal 40th Anniversary Album Mint Issues, covers and Coin Covers

(3) + other Royalty Issues. £40
215 B Royalty Collection Diana Princess of Wales Wonderful Commonwealth cover collection

of 31 Benham covers with certificate. A lovely tribute in Benham de luxe Album. £100
216 B Royalty Collection Golden Wedding HM QEII + HRH Prince Philip Stamp + Coin

covers incl. £5 GB (2), Australia 50 cents, Turks & Cacos, crowns (3) Isle of Man,
Crown (2) Various Stamps & coins. Nice lot. £30

217 A Europas 1956-67 seln of mainly mint sets, many u/m & used. Good lot.  (100s) £130

THEMATICS
218 VB 14 s/books of World thematics incl Europa, Floral, Anmials, etc, Worth a peek. (1000’s) £330
219 S 1938 FIFA World Cup held in France poster stamps in blue & dull red in blocks of 4.

Couple of bends.  (8) £20
220 A 1980-97 Olympics, all World seln of sets & MS’s in s/book.   (few 100s) £75
221 A 1980-97 Olympics II fine u/m range of sets & MS’s in s/book.   (few 100) £90
222 A 1980-2002 World colln of mushrooms in s/book. STC 157 Euros.   (dozens) £36
223 A 1980-97 colln of u/m sets & ms’s of Chess in s/book. STC 132 Euros.  (dozens) £30
224 A 1980-2000 colln of Flowers in s/book of u/m sets. STC 327 Euros.  (few 100) £170
225 A 1980-97 fine u/m colln of Football sets in s/book. STC 266 Euros.  (sev dozen) £60
226 A Birds thematic FDC collection in green album. Each cover commemorates the 200th

Anniversary of the birth of John James Audubon. £32
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227 E Russia/Poland thematics u/m colln on black pages. £45
228 VB C’Wealth seln of Disney sets in small box on white cards PTSA £1149 (100s) £200
229 A Sport - wide selection with miniature sheets, and includes Football & Olympic issues. £30
230 A Olypmics in s/bk.   (dozens) £16
231 A Aircraft colln of meter marks on cover & piece incl Concorde. A remarkable

assembly. (dozens) £40
232 A Red Cross issues in s/bk.   (100’s) £24
233 S Concorde Bahrain 1976 FDC  & Harrison Pack.  (2) £7
234 B WWF special Album for Thematics Elephants, Parrots, Fish, Birds. Nice lot. £50
235 B Collection Clean Olympic FDC 1980s etc. £15
236 A Olympics III fine u/m modern colln in s/book. (sev dozens) £32
237 A Modern world colln of u/m cars, bikes etc in s/book STC 240 Euros.  (sev dozens) £55
238 B A wide range of themes here with Sport, Animals, Fish, Flowers, etc. all housed in 23

s/books. Clean lot.  (100s) £220
239 B Thematics with World seln incl various themes on MS’s Birds, Animals, Space, Cars,

etc.  (100s) £155
240 A Fine u/m  colln of ships with many sets + MS’s in s/book.  STC 417 Euros.  (few 100) £95
241 B World Thematics of many topics in 14 s/books, mid to modern. £145

CINDERELLAS
242 E 1894 German ledger with colln of adhesive envelope seals.  (300+) £50
243 B GB P.Office counter posters, large size, all different.   (c71) £75
244 B Very miscellaneous lot in carton. Needs sorting. (1000’s) £85

POSTCARDS
245 B Box of early to modern cards a genuine unpicked lot, we note Norwich City FC

1907-8, The Mill Marham, Norfolk Regiment 1905, Snow Storm Oxford 1908 (RP),
Farnborough High St animated (RP), Broad St Thatcham animated (RP) etc. (100’s) £85

246 B Carton of sundry cards all periods. Majority earlier.  (100’s) £40
247 B Box of subjects - modern lot incl transport, Art, PHQ’s etc. £12
248 PC Mills - Wind & Water Mills - mainly modern.  (78) £12
249 PC Original Art - Attractive lot of original art cards.  (31) £12
250 B Postcard mix mainly modern many subjects, views of UK & Abroad (1500) £20
251 B Box of UK all standard size all areas and periods (770) £26
252 PC Isle of Wight good range incl Shanklin, Carisbrooke, Sandown, Freshwater etc (95) £20
253 PC London mainly central views incl busy street scenes, buildings, Thames etc (162) £18
254 PC Political- Cyril Smith MP Correspondence-= 3 letters signed by MP & 8 christmas

cards (3 of which are signed) nice lot (11) £18
255 PC Cumbria- good lot incl wide range of lakeland views many RPs (132) £20
256 PC Cats & Dogs attractive lot of RPs, greetings & art types all periods & all standard size (76) £18
257 PC Belgium good range of views (238) £26
258 B Mainly modern range of GB postcards. (100’s) £16
259 B Early to modern plus ephemera etc. (100’s) £28
260 PC Bundle, all periods noted middle period Africa. (dozens) £40
261 E Edwardian etc Novelty cards, mainly strange shapes with attached labels, we note

Fish (4), Teddy Bear, Basket, a Fisherman, a woman taking Tea (missing head)! a
pasty, Bathing Machines (2), a shell, a mortar board, a leather shoe sole, card of pillar
box with pullout views, another similar of a Royal Mail Van etc.  (18) £150

262 E Various British & Overseas cards. Many better. (220+) £55
263 A Small seln of Cromer, Hildesheimer, David Copperfield types. Daily Mail 1912 Aero

Circuit BC Hucks & his Bleriot etc.  (32) £20
264 PC Art UK views - Attractive lot of views by various artists.   (78) £25
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265 PC Foreign - Dealer’s stock incl Hong Kong, Israel, USA, S.Africa. Fine lot.  PTSA
£179.   (65) £50

266 PC Aviation - Aircraft & aerial views. Attractive lot.    (139) £22
267 PC Cats & Dogs - Attractive lot. Early to modern. (117) £25
268 PC Adverts - Good early lot incl Bourneville, Prices Patent Candles, inserts etc.  (70) £22
269 PC Animals & Birds - Attractive lot of wild & zoo animals. All periods.  (201) £25
270 PC Shipping - Attractive variety incl RNLI, liners, ferries, naval etc.     (77) £25
271 PC Street Scenes - All U.K. streets, standard size. All periods. Good variety.   (55) £25
272 PC Gloucs - Nice range incl Clifton, Bristol, Cirencester, Bourton on the Water.  (111) £22
273 PC Socal History - Attractive lot incl portraits, groups, fashions, etc.  (87) £22
274 PC Military - Soldiers, uniforms & many war damage from First World War.  (103) £25
275 PC Early cards - Nice lot of U.K. views, all undivided backs.  (43) £22
276 PC Ethnics - Early to modern lot incl Africa, America, European, etc.   (173) £22
277 PC Song Cards - Typical sentimental easy lot. Mainly Bamforth.  (75) £28
278 PC Rural - Good range of farm workers, animals, rural scenes.   (94) £22
279 PC London - Fine variety incl Thames, streets, suburbs, central views.  (163) £25
280 PC Herefordshire & Worcestershire - Variety of views incl Droitwich, Herefordshire,

Symond Yat, etc.   (136) £22
281 PC Kent - Good range incl Rochester, Herne Bay, Bromley, Thanet etc.   (147) £22
282 PC Hants - Dealer’s stock, all views of Portsmouth & Southsea. Fine variety.  PTSA £98. (73) £25
283 PC East Anglia - All periods, but all standard size. Essex, Suffolk & Norfolk.   (218) £25
284 PC Hants - Dealer’s stock incl Aldershot, Winchester, Lyndhurst, etc. PTSA £122.  (56) £32
285 PC Hants - Mainly Southampton views incl many street scenes. Also Denmead &

Farnborough. Dealer’s stock. PTSA £80.    (46) £25
286 PC Gloucestershire - Fine lot incl many street scenes - Cirencester, Chipping Compden,

Gloucester, Cheltenham. Dealer’s stock. PTSA £82. (37) £25
287 PC Kent - Dealer’s stock incl street scenes at Dover, Tonbridge, Hythe & Sandgate.

PTSA £161. (77) £38
288 PC Essex - Dealer’s stock incl many street scenes - Prittlewell, Canvey, Chelmsford,

Burnham, etc. PTSA £150.   (53) £38
289 PC Isle of Wight - Nice lot incl Yarmouth street scene, Carisbrooke Village, Shanklin,

Ventnor, etc. Dealer’s stock. PTSA £120.   (63) £32
290 PC Dorset - Dealer’s stock - Nice lot incl Dorchester street scenes, Portland, Swanage,

Bournemouth. PTSA £162.    (60) £38
291 PC South East Asia - Modern cards of China, Japan, Thailand & Hong Kong.   (166) £25
292 PC Devon - Dealer’s stock. Good range incl many street scenes - Totnes, Newton Abbot,

Princetown, Exeter, etc.  PTSA £210.   (94) £45
293 PC Channel Islands - Dealer’s stock incl Jersey street scenes, port views, etc.  PTSA £79. (34) £22
294 PC Surrey - Dealers stock incl Epsom, Croydon, Richmond, etc. Useful lot. PTSA £146. (61) £38
295 PC U.S.A. - Good range of views from New York to Los Angeles.  (110) £22
296 B Box of U.K. - All standard size. Good range of areas & periods.    (720) £25
297 PC Comic - Post war corny comic in plastic sleeves. (105) £22
298 PC Dixons - Fine U.K. views all by J Arthur Dixon. (289) £22
299 PC Dorset - Dealer’s stock incl Canford, Portland, Dorchester, Weymouth, etc.   (61) £22
300 PC Subjects - Varied lot of dealer’s stock incl Royalty, police comic, shipping, weddings.

PTSA £121.   (43) £38
301 PC Sussex - Good range incl Eastbourne, Brighton, Rye, etc.  (109) £22
302 PC Somerset - Useful lot incl street scenes at Bridgwater, Wells, Bath, Dunster, etc. (173) £25
303 PC Belgium - Good range incl Bruges, Antwerp, Brussels, etc.  (142) £22
304 PC Wales - Good lot incl many by Judges.  (164) £25
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305 PC Mixed Postcards - All pre 1960. Mainly FVII & GV. Good range incl slogans, dumb
cancel, double & squared circles.   (325) £38

306 PC Squared Circles - Good lot of marks.  (81) £45
307 PC Switzerland - Nice lot incl lakes, mountains & city views.    (173) £22
308 PC Devon & Cornwall - Wide range of views incl Looe, Dartmoor, Cockington,

Paignton. (126) £22
309 PC Quintons - All topographical art views by A R Quintons.   (45) £45
310 PC Hants & Dorset - Good variety incl Portsmouth, Bournemouth, New Forest, etc. (129) £22
311 PC Subjects mixed - Good mix incl Royalty, shipping, art , social history.   (232) £22
312 PC U.K. variety - Dealer’s stock in plastics. Norfolk, Isle of Man, Scotland, Channel

Islands, etc.  (98) £25

COVERS
313 S 1997 cover Birmingham to Burundi with adhesive label ‘Return to Sender/Due to

Civil unrest’. Commercial.  (1) £19
314 E 4 signed football covers & a multiple signed cricket cover incl Teddy Sheringham,

Terry Venables, Martin Peters, etc.  (4) £40
315 E Bavaria - House of Wittelsback 1906 centenary set of 8 postally used stationery.

Uncommon. £32
316 B Box of sundry postcards & covers.  (100’s) £25
317 B Box of various covers & cards.  (100’s) £25
318 B Box of various covers & postcards.  (100’s) £25
319 B Box of sundry covers & cards.  (100’s) £35h
320 B Carton of various covers & cards.  (100’s) £35
321 B Carton of sundry covers & cards. (100’s) £35
322 B Box of postcards & odd covers. (100s) £25
323 B Carton of sundry covers many older. (100’s) £45
324 E RAF Flight covers from the Far East, all signed by medal winners.  (10) £40
325 B Range of GB KGVI covers, some censored noted. (sev dozen) £20
326 Box of modern commercial covers.  (100’s) £20
327 A Colln of airmail covers, cards, ephemera, stamps etc. early to modern. (100’s) £140
328 A BEA & British Airways Flight covers, plus some ephemera etc.  (68 covers) £100
329 E Colln of BOAC Britannia first flight covers & a few other airlines.  (21) £55
330 A Colln of First Flight covers incl many Viking, Viscount, Vanguard, VC10 etc. also

postcards & ephemera.  (85) £120
331 VA Valuable colln of De Havilland Comet covers, ephemera etc a great starter lot. (dozens) £280
332 S Various 1st Flights etc, mainly 1950’s/1960’s plus 2 souvenir Cinderella mini sheets. (25) £50
333 A Foreign range of covers & entires, we note mainly France.  (c31) £30
334 S Germany, Postal stat, cards 1921-3 Michel P140-153 used (20) Un (5) many multiple

frankings. Infl. period. £48
335 E American Airlines first flight covers, Sept/Oct, 1945 to & from U.K., Ireland U.S. (24) £48

ACCESSORIES
336 B 16 FDC albums in 2 boxes. £30
337 A Frank Godden Navy blue Graduate Peg binder. (1) £8
338 A Royal Mail FDC & Pres Pack albums. Good condn. (2) £16
339 E USA SCOTT printed pages unused 1977 to 1993. £18
340 A Large brand new Royal Mail stockbook in box.  (1) £10
341 A Brand new Royal Mail Presentation Pack album in box.   (1) £10
342 A Four stockbooks - one brand new.  (4) £15
343 A Three brand new stockbooks, all 16 page.  (3) £15
344 A Two large new Guernsey stockbooks.  (2) £15
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345 A Three stockbooks, one large inscribed Great Britain & 2 smaller inscribed Isle of
Man. Brand New.   (3) £15

346 A Two large new stockbooks inscribed Guernsey. (2) £15

LITERATURE
347 A 1996 Machin collectors club specialised cat. Vol I & II. Retail £71.90.   (2) £32
348 E 2 books, chats on postage stamps by Fred J Melville and “The British Postage Stamp”

by Robson Lowe.   (2) £20
349 B 7 of 8 handbooks in German covering period 1918 to 1950’s. Very useful as a direct

copy of the originals written in Croation by Fleck. One of the finest series regarding
Yugoslavian material. £18

350 E Via Airmail (Short 1992), Yorks Airmails (Beith 1983), signed, The Pioneer Period
of Hungarian Airmail (Berecz 1996) 100ans de Poste Aerienne en France (Soulgrain
1994) (4) £22

351 B GB decimal issues (New retails at £37.90), 3 Sg Animal cats. 1937-39, 2 Michel
German specialised cats. etc.   (Qty). £22

352 B Philatelic Literature inclo specialised stamp catalogues vols 1,2,3 & 4 KGVI CW
stamps, Britain A-Z & Penny Black hard backs. £20

COINS
353 VS 1787 1/- George III GVF/EF in case.  (1) £40
354 VE 1787 1/- George III NVF in case.  (1) £20
355 S Victorian cased Smiths approved gold balance for weighing Sovereigns.  (1) £20
356 VB Early to modern seln of World, but mainly GB inspection advised.    (Few 100) £125
357 VB Tin of farthings incl uncirc QV-QE (450+) £28

BANKNOTES
358 S Misc range, poor to uncirculated. (100+) £28
359 B Franklin mint set of FDC’s incorporating banknotes.  (44) £130

CIGARETTE CARDS
360 E Wills Borough Arms, various types.  (155) £20
361 A Various cards in album incl Coca Cola our Flower Paradise set of 100, Paltreiouex

our Countryside, China, Veteran & Vintage Cars, Wills The Reign of King George V,
etc. (100’s) £30

EPHEMERA
362 A Album of reproduction prints of various European Citis. Ideal for framing. (70) £15

NON-PHILATELIC MISCELLANEOUS
363 B 10 modern jig-saw puzzles.  (10) £32
364 3B 3 pairs of scales incl weights, heavy smoothing iron & 2 interesting boxes.  (Qty) £44
365 B 8 x 1000 piece jigsaws. £20
366 B Strange mix of a copy of a 1932 Daily Mail, 1981 Daily Express & New Standard

Music Sheets, Book called Sea Hawk by Rafael Sabatini, 500 Recipe book + empty
photo album.+ old Dandy comics £20

AFGHANISTAN
367 E Early to middle dupl, untidy lot on pages. (dozens) £24

ALBANIA
368 E Early to modern on pages.   (dozens) £24
369 B CTO sets 1961-8 dupl many good thematics & rarely seen. STC 3500+ Euros

(Michel 2004/5) (100’s) £240
370 VA Albania collection incl misprints, cancelations, covers etc. Interesting & scarce. £600
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ANTIGUA
371 A 1946-2002 colln in s/book mainly all u/m incl. MS’s. STC 217 Euros.   (few 100) £50

ARGENTINA
372 E Early to modern untidy dupl range on pages. (100’s) £32

ASCENSION
373 S 1938-53 set to 10/- fine m/m.   (16) £32

AUSTRALIAN STATES: NEW SOUTH WALES
374 VS 1871-1902 3d yellow green fresh mint pair imperf between right hand stamp &

margins, additionally with error of watermark “10” SG Type 35  (2) £750

AUSTRALIAN STATES: VICTORIA
375 A 1913-80 M&U coll in Sg printed album with Roos to 5/- u, KGV Heads to 1/4, 1935

S.Jubilee u, 1937 Scouts m, 1964-65 Birds to 3/- m etc, Clean lot.   (100’s) £285

AUSTRALIAN STATES
376 S Tasmania 1/- imperf cleared pen cancel, NSW specimens (4), S Australia 6d specimen,

& Tasmania piece 1854 with 4d cut round.  (7) £20
377 E Selection on pages with some better values, mixed condition, better NSW and SA. £75
378 E Plus Australasia on ancient album leaves, rather fragile. £40

AUSTRALIA
379 S 1913-28 range of Roos with vals to 5/- a 10/-. Sg 13 & 43 etc.   (18) £150
380 S 1923-24 £1 Grey Sg.75   g-f.u.   (Photo)  (1) £100
381 VS 1931-36 Roo set to £2 (less 6d) good to fine used.  (Photo £1 & £2).    (6) £350
382 S 1959-64 5/- Stockman on white paper. Fine mint. (1) £16
383 S 1966-73 Navigators 7TC - $4 fine u/m optd specimen. SG 400s/3s.   (4) £24
384 S 1966 Decimals on FDC canc Cocos Keeling Islands (5) £30
385 E 1988 Sydpex folder containing clean signed cover with special Bicentenial National

Stamp Exhibition cancel.  (1) £50
386 2A Two stock books with some States and including better. STC over £380 £55
387 A Large stock book of States to modern. Mainly used, with duplication. £100
388 VA Colln in Sg printed album from 1913-90’s g-f.u. incl Roos to 2/-, KGV Heads to 1/4,

1934 Cent set, Rhodes to £1, 1948 Arms sets to £2, 1963-65 vals to £2 etc. + a few
mint scattered throughout.  (100s) £450

389 VA Fine colln of used, M/M & U/M with many sets from early to modern. Worth a look.
STC 2250 Euros.   (100’s) £420

AUSTRIA
390 A 1945-59 range of u/m singles & sets in s/book. STC 400 Euros.  (sev dozens) £60
391 A Dupl range in s/book of mid range, pmk interests.   (100’s) £24
392 E Dupl early to modern on pages.  (100’s) £80
393 A S/bk of chiefly used.  (100’s) £24
394 A FDC’s in album.   (128) £32
395 E S/book mainly middle to modern period f.u.  STC £217.   (few 100) £22
396 B Collection in 3 stockbooks housing fine mint & used ranges with much fu/cds, Franz

Joseph types, turn of century, pre/post WW, noted 1948/51 attractive sets dups inc
Costumes etc. Nice condition. Many 100s.   (3) £95

397 A Colln in Senator album 1967-84 mint, but mainly u/m, nicely written up colln. STC
£320+.  (few 100) £40

398 A Mid to modern range in large s/book 1971-1988 u/m with M/S’s & g-f.u. STC £700.
(sev 100’s) £65
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399 E Early range m&u on 2 s/pages.  (Sev dozens) £13
400 A Good to fine used colln in bulging Schaubeck album from 1940’s-90’s in good

degree of completeion.  (100s) £110
401 VA Fine u/m stock in large s/book mid to modern with many blocks, lovely lot with

huge cat value.  (100s) £310
402 A Early to modern useful duplicated stock in large s/book g-f.u.   (100s) £90

BAHAMAS
403 S 1928 cover to Chicago, U.S. customs Miami exempt passed cashet. £13
404 S Small mint seln incl 1920 set, 1930 to 3/- + 1931-46 2/-.   (11) £20

BARBADOS
405 S 1892-1903 set to 2/6 fine m/m Sg. 105/15.  Photo 2/6 x 2   (11) £65

BASUTOLAND
406 E Small red-brown s/book with m&u ranges with vals to 1/- etc.  (dozens) £20
407 E Postage dues 1951-2 complete un m sheets of 60 1d & 2d with large d on rows 9,6,

10,6 SG D2ad. £38
408 A KGV to QEII m, used & u/m. Small range in brown s/book.  (dozens) £15

BECHUANALAND
409 E STC £348 (includes Stellaland) good range with some decent cancels. £70

BELGIAN CONGO
410 S 1923 Locally surcharged 0.25 on 30c on 10c. Black and carmine fine block of 4. cds

Elisabethville. Sg 115. Cat £192 as singles. £65
411 E Desirable collection on large leaves, well ordered by Yvert No, extensive m+u range

from 1886 to immediate post Independence to 1963, valu throughout the earlier
sections featuring lovely cds ranges to 10F, with many better/elusive, from 1923
looks complete m+u, inc all the long sets, 1943 Red Cross (scarce), later attractive of
thematic appeal, inc few covers + early Back of Book, Airs. 100s. V nice condition,
much fine. Cat SG £2800+ £500

412 E Range on leaves.  (dozens) £20

BELGIUM
413 A 1976-89 u/m colln in blue album. STC £725+ £150
414 E Early to modern on s/cards. Useful little lot. (100’s) £30
415 B Early to mid accum in box with dupln, but we do note interesting earlier covers.

Inspection advised.  (100’s) £70
416 E Very untidy, but useful early to modern dupl on old pages.  (100’s_ £40
417 E Selection of mint & used stamps. 1900’s onwards on stock sheets. Includes some

Railway stamps. Mixed condition. £36
418 E Good to f.u. range on s/pages of mainly mid period (sev dzn) £18

BELIZE
419 A Belize vfu colln in 2 s’books. STC £488 £125

BERMUDA
420 S 1938-53 5/- green and red on yellow P14 SG118 fine m/m (1) £40
421 S 1938-53 5/- pale green & red on yellow SG118a usual slight browning of gum

scarce stamp (1) £70
422 S 1938-53 5/- pale bluish green & carmine red SG118d fine m/m (1) £24
423 S 1938-53 10/- deep green & dull red on green S119d fine m/m (1) £24
424 S 1938-53 12/6 grey & brownish orange SG120a fine m/m bar usual light toning c£550 (1) £60
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BOLIVIA
425 E Early to modern on leaves.  (dozens) £20

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA
426 E M&U colln on leaves.  (227 + 1 item) £24
427 A Old colln in printed album.  (100’s) £40

BRAZIL
428 A 1964-2003 f.u. colln in s/book with useful. STC 540+ Euros.   (100s) £110
429 A 1964-2003 fine u/m colln with sets & MS’s in s/book. STC 660+ Euros.   (100s) £110
430 E Early to modern on leaves, useful mint.  (100’s) £40
431 E in 2 approval books, early to modern with many useful values, high cat (100’s) £80

BRITISH GUIANA
432 E on old album leaves, inc good range of postmarks, cutouts, forgeries and stamps.

Unusual lot, earlies to 1960’s, (200+) £70

BRITISH HONDURAS
433 S 1872-79 1d blue Sg 12. g-f. m/m.   (1) £24

BRUNEI
434 S 1922 Malaya-Borneo Exhibition opts 4c & 5c Sg 54 & 55, very fine cds used.   (2) £50

BULGARIA
435 E Early to modern on leaves.  (100’s) £40

BURMA
436 VE Mint & used colln 1965-2004 a lovely specialised lot with covers, postal stationery

noted 1968 defins, 1989-95 20p Union of Burma u/m marginal block of 4 (SG 309A
cat £400) & 2 used examples, 1998-2000 Musical Instruments incl FDC’s, & 20k
corner block of 4 missing indigo, etc. A lovely lot very difficult to form. STC £2000
approx plus varieties etc.  (100’s) £600

437 A Modern Propaganda stamps, Local Freedom Posts, etc. We have not seen these
before.  (100s) £100

CAMBODIA
438 A 1983-97 colln of sets in s/book, all fine u/m. STC 206 Euros.   (dozens) £45

CANADA
439 S 1952 cover addressed to Winston Churchill P.T.S.A. £65.   (1) £20
440 A 1980-2000s colln in blue binder. STC £825. £50
441 E Mint and used colln in red Springback album 1859-1938. Nice range of early material

and run of KGV heads. Quebec Tercentenary set incl. Condn mixed some toning noted £800
442 A Early to modern in green album (100s) £36
443 A M&U somewhat remaindered colln from early QV-QEII with still some useful left,

vals to $1. (100’s) £32
444 A QV-QEII m&u range in s/book with some useful + Newfoundland.  (few 100) £24
445 A Collection 1967-1988 Comprehensive Lot cat. £1,1000+ 170+ pages. £120
446 A FDC Collection 1973-1980 Looks complete 120+ £40
447 A Fine colln in Schaubeck album of used M/M & U/M ranges incl 1920’s m, used vals to

$1, 1 933 Grain Exhibition m, 1935 m&u vals to $1, 1938 etc. Inspection advised. (100s) £245
448 A On printed album leaves in grey binder, mainly used, STC £1050. £65
449 A in SG printed album, STC 900+/ £55
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CEYLON
450 E 1940-41 Surch set SG 398/9 in u/m blocks of 12 (24) £16
451 E on album leaves. Clean lot. STC £212 (some unmounted). £50

CHILE
452 E Early to middle on leaves.  (dozens) £28

CHINA
453 E 1907-87 range of “Cinderella/Ephemera” on 3 s/leaves inc Revenues, Postal Savings

& others. (c90) £35
454 E 1912-60’s M&U accum on album pages with some better PRC £300+ £55
455 E 1913-60 M&U accum on s/leaves + with much useful. (c500) £40
456 E 1913-60 M&U accum on album pages. (700+) £50
457 E 1913-60’s M&U accum on album pages. (c400) £35
458 E 1913-60’s plus few later M&U accum on album pages with some useful items. (400+) £50
459 E 1913-60’s M&U accum on leaves with much useful. PRC 50f Huangshan Landscapes

cto noted. £65
460 E 1913-90’s good range of pmks on s/cards, all difft in some way, strikes poor to

superb, but mainly good +.  (200+ items) £75
461 A 1915-56 M&U in small s/book with a few Communist. Some useful items. Difficult

to inspect. (c300) £25
462 E 1927-91 U range of complete sets, PRC being postally U. Worth checking. (c150 stamps) £50
463 E 1939 recent M range of mainly cheaper sets, Odd fault, but generally fine ( Early

PRC are reprints) (c330 stamps). £85
464 E 1940-55 (odd later) M mainly cheaper sets. (200+ stamps). £60
465 E 1941-55 couple later M range of mainly cheaper sets, early PRC being reprints.

(c150 stamps) £40
466 E 1941-79 M, U & cto range of cheaper sets, much PRC (c270 stamps). £70
467 E 1945-62 M, U & cto cheaper sets with some useful PRC (c 170 stamps)> £50
468 E Bumper lot of many thousands, majority middle issues in a bag.  (1000s) £125
469 S Small acuum, we note Sg.2593/6 set u/m etc. (few 100). £32
470 E Pages, includes early to middle, British PO’s in China, includes $3, slightly faded

colour, Japanese Occupation, total catalogue circa £880. £225

CHINA: REPUBLIC
471 E 1939-49 M range of sets, odd tones on first two sets, otherwise fine. (c120 stamps) £25

COMMUNIST CHINA: PEOPLES REPUBLIC
472 E 1949 - recent postally U set, many on piece. A good range incl 12 “Originals” (300+

stamps). £200
473 E 1950’s accum of postally U on pieces with high percentage of Commem & Special

issues, many in original currency and difficult thus. A scarce lot & worth a good
look.  (est c500 stamps) £110

474 E 1950-55 fine postally U range on pieces with emphasis on non-definitives, which are
difficult thus period. A nice lot (46 stamps) £40

475 E 1952-92 range of mainly good to fine postally U complete sets, majority on pieces,
mainly non-defin, but some with extra defin values. Difficult to assemble. (c140
stamps + 1 m/s). £110

476 E 1960-65 postally on pieces accum in mixed cond, but with a good percentage of
non-definitives inc Huangshan Landscapes (est c200 stamps) £120

477 E 1960-65 fine postally U range on pieces with emphasis on non-definitives, An
excellent little lot on 2 s/leaves with many better items & Huangshan Landscapes
noted. Uncommon material in nice postally U cond. (57 stamps) £75
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478 VB 1969-79 “Kiloware” inc fair range of postally U Commems & special issues on piece,
a scarce lot in this quantity. (est 5,000++, weight excel box c1,300g) £380

479 E 1969-79 fine postally U range on pieces with emphasis on non-definitives, not
common this period. A good lot, worth a look. (c190 stamps) £140

480 E 1970-2001 M range of less expensive sets plus M/S & few non-postal sheets, majority
of material from ’80s & ’90s, much mounted and/or with pencil nos on reverse, but
a wide and attractive lot.  (c250 stamps + 24 M/S etc). £75

481 S 1973 Giant Panda set MUH SG 2498/2503 Fine (6v) £65
482 S U/M J2, J3, J6, T61, T72, T37, T60 & T99 M/S (2) (37 + 2M/S) £80
483 E Mainly 1955-59 fine postally U range on pieces, with emphasis on non-definitives

incl some uncommon stamps.  (55 stamps) £35
484 E “1949” - 1955 M range of original currency sets, earlier being reprints. (150+ stamps) £75
485 E “1950-1965 cto set of cheaper sets, early issues reprints, a good range. (c220 stamps). £90
486 E “1949”-1958 M range of cheaper sets, earlier are reprints. (140+ stamps). £65
487 E “1949”-1954 M range of original currency sets, earlier are reprints. (c120 stamps). £45
488 E “1949”-1954 M range of original currency sets, earlier are reprints. (c100 stamps) £30

CHINA: MANCHUKUO
489 E Small stock with interesting. Mostly mint. £25

CHRISTMAS ISLAND
490 E FDC’s from 1979, 2001-3, heavily duplicated. Useful.   (66) £26

COLOMBIA
491 E Early to middle on leaves.  (dozens) £28

COOK ISLANDS
492 S 1893-1900 1d Sg.13 fine m/m pair.   (2) £13
493 A 1937-97 a fairly comprehensive colln in large brown s/bk with many sets and MS’s

viewing recommended (100s) £120
494 A Early to modern M/UM/FU Cat £1466.35.  (100’s) £200

COOK ISLANDS: AITUTAKI
495 A Early to modern M/UM/FU Cat £807.80.  (100’s) £110

CROATIA
496 E Small lot.   (71 + 2 items) £12

CUBA
497 A Early to modern in home-made album.  (100’s) £32

CYPRUS
498 E 1937-78 used colln on leaves. STC £240+ £50
499 A 1953-60 with duplicated range in folder on Hagnar incl 1955 to 800m (3), £1, etc.

STC £490+ (c176) £60
500 E KGV-QE M&U lot on s/cards.  (100+) £20
501 S Range of QEII in packets with duplicated vals to £1 (2), 1960 to 500m etc. STC

£370+  (sev dozens) £36
502 A Blue file with Hagnars 1880-1935 range of mint with useful. STC £340+   (100) £40
503 A Blue s/book 1880-1935 dupl used vals to 45p, we note Sg 1,116, 143, useful lot with

good cat value.  (100s) £180
504 A Black file with dupl KGVI mint to £1 + VALS TO £1 (4) used etc, good lot.  STC

£1220+ (100s) £125
505 E Collection early to modern, mainly used and mounted mint, but some unmounted

mint STC £885. SG 2009. £140
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CZECHOSLOVAKIA
506 A Very untidy early to modern in a homemade album.  (100’s) £60
507 A Mint & used i red folder incl some better. (sev dozens) £25

DENMARK
508 E 1854-1930’s with imperfs to 8sk, 1864-68 2sk, 3sk, 4sk & 16sk u, etc. Plus

Newspaper Stamps (sev dozens) £110
509 A Stock book of collector’s original accumulation, from 1870’s to recent times. Attractive. £40
510 A Davo album contg early to modern used.  (dozens) £28
511 E Early to modern on leaves.   (100’s) £40
512 E FDC’s late 1970’s/1980’s many in blocks of 4. (160+) £35

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
513 A Early to modern in s/bk also bizarrely some Magnolia!   (100’s) £24

ECUADOR
514 E Colln all periods on pages.  (dozens) £24

EGYPT
515 E Early to mid period on s/pages. g-f-u, clean lot.  (sev dozens) £16

ESTONIA
516 E Misc lot on pages.  (dozens) £12

ETHIOPIA
517 E Early to modern on leaves.   (dozens) £28
518 E STC 196 Euros, Mi 2002, early to modern. £35

FALKLAND ISLANDS
519 A also S.Georgia, BAT very modern FDC’s.   (72) £70
520 VE Useful collection from early to modern. STC in excess of £1800. Includes SG161c

mint (cat £900). £420
521 A KGVI to 2008 (in complete) many sets noted mainly u/m incl. 1968 Flower set u/m,

other modern issues incl Birds to £5 u/m, 2003 Bird set to £5, + Georgia &
Independencies. Clean lot.  (few 100’s) £125

FINLAND
522 E Early to modern on pages.  (100’s) £48
523 E Selection mainly used in mixed condition on stock sheets 1920’s onwards. £24
524 A Early to modern in red s/book. Much useful incl recent fine used.  (100’s) £85

FRANCE
525 S 1853 Second Empire Napoleon III 1F Carmine Imperf, fine used, 3 (large) margins,

SG 72 Cat £3500. Excellent colour. Rarely seen. £225
526 S 1871/78 Postage Due Imperf 40c blue fine mint with huge margins signed on reverse.

SGD214 Cat £550. Scarce stamp. £110
527 A Used middle issues in Safe album, also Andorra. (dozens) £50
528 E Extensive dupl early to modern on old leaves. (100’s) £80
529 A Dupl modern used in homework album right up to Eurotypes.   (100’s) £40
530 A Early to middle in brown & green stockbook. £55
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FRENCH COLONIES
531 A Collection on large printed leaves in a pair of heavy PHILATELIA albums, housing

extensive offering of colonies Alexandria - Wallisa and Futuna, m+u ranges from
19C to post war independence, good coverage with useful sequences and better airs
and sets amongst sparse. Many 100s. Good condition, much fine (2) £150

532 E Mauritia & Mali with dupln.  (100’s) £15
533 E Madagascar dupl on pages also Malagasy. (dozens) £12
534 A French Africa in brown album with some pmks. (few 100) £80
535 A Early to modern in album with good Afars French PO’s Crete etc.  (few 100’s) £100

GAMBIA
536 S 1906-6 3d Dated Frame SG 61A. Cat £250. Fresh mint.  See Photo.    (1) £100

GERMAN STATES
537 E Bavaria mint seln on hagnars incl 1862-63 1k & 3K , 1919-20 to 20m & many ovpts

etc (dzns) £30
538 VS North German Confederation. 1869-70 Southern district 18k bistre used, cancelled

by part boxed handstamp fine. SG 37 £1600. Excellent example of a rarity. £350

GERMANY
539 S 1921 20M Sg.1716 good used, but with short perf. c£800.   (1) £40
540 A 1939/45 Collection in stockbook housing fine MUH issues of Bohemia & Monrovia

+ Slovenia, well ordered, 100s inc dups + blocks. £65
541 A 3rd Reich incl General Government Bohemia & Moravia etc all unused no gum. (100s) £50
542 A Colln in s/book with Germany used & a fine range of W.Germany & Berlin u/m with

many sets. STC £920+  (100’s) £80
543 E Seln of 1940’s Field post many incl content, covers & cards.  (c162) £40
544 A Early to modern haphazardly arranged in a s/bk. View carefully as contains many

better. Also 3 smaller s/bks (100s) £240
545 E Third Reich material, mainly used on leaves with some better.  (few 100) £90

GERMANY: WEST GERMANY
546 A 1946-83 extensive fine used colln in printed Schaubek album, virtually complete

from 1951-83 etc. STC 2,100+ euros.  (100’s) £120
547 A 1949-73 predominantly used coll in sleeved Lindner album.   (100s) £90
548 A 1955-76, seems complete with u/m sets in SAFE Album.  (few 100s) £55
549 A 1970-1979 MU in Lindner album, (375+ stamps) Priced at 180 Euro in 2005. £45
550 A 1973 to 1987 fine used in Lindner high quality printed hingeless album. STC over £375. £65
551 E 1978 West Berlin ETBs’ 23 stamps on 14 pages. 1988 West Germany ETBs, 50

stamps on 33 pages. 1996 West Germany Boxed set of ETBs, 61 stamps on 41 pages. £20
552 E 1980 West Germany & W/Berlin year book Mum, (57 stamps). £12
553 A 1981-1989 MU in Lindner album, (400+ stamps.) Priced at 600 Euros in 2005. £100
554 A 1981-1989 West Germany MU in Lindner album, (400 + stamps). Priced at 300 Euro

in 2005. £60
555 E 1981 & W/Berlin year book Mum, (57 stamps) £15
556 E 1982 West Germany & W/Berlin year book Mum, 1982 West Germany ETBs, total

100 stamps. £18
557 E 1989 West Germany & W/Berlin year book MuM, 1989 West Germany ETBs, (124

stamps) £30
558 A Germany West. Lighthouse Binder with mostly mint unmounted issues 1965 to 1980

Stamps STC over 500 Euros plus hingeless pages and cover costing over £165. £90
559 E Germany West. Fine used collection 1950’s to 1980’s STC over 250 Euro, but with

great potential of expansion. Lighthouse leaves alone cost over £200! £50
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560 E Various periods on pages in no particular order. Includes very high cat items from
Berlin, including MH 1949 Berlin Buildings issues, plus some early West Germany
MH or used. Condition is mixed, some with faults, some very fine. Needs inspection. £120

561 A W.Germany 1949-87 colln in Schaubeck album incl better 1949 & 50’s etc. then
many complete sets to modern.  (100s) £265

GERMANY: WEST BERLIN
562 S 1948 3 Mark Sg.B19 f.u. postally. STC £900 expertised on reverse.  (1) £200
563 S 1948 5m used cds rough perfs at left and some damage. Genuine! cat 900euros (1) £48
564 E 1948/9 black & red ovpts range used on piece we note 1m red (damaged) mixed

condn STC 2300 euros (58) £120
565 A 1960’s-80’s range of clean FDC’s incl better. (few 100) £42
566 E Berlin. Small collection 1970’s & 1980’s with spaces and STC at a nominal 65 Euro.

Lighthouse hingeless pages cost far more! £20

GERMANY: EAST GERMANY
567 S 1953 Karlmax pair of MS’s, Sg.111a fine lightly m/m.  STC £425   (2) £70
568 A 1960’s-80’s colln in blue s/book u/m + a few used at back of book.  (100’s) £32
569 A F/u colln 1968-76 in Schaubek £26
570 E East Germany Collection 1949-1975 mint & used cat. £1,000+ £100

GERMANY: DANZIG
571 E Misc range on pages.  (dozens) £24

GERMANY: SAAR
572 E Seln on large old pages m&u from 1920/1922 u, 1947 set m, etc, 1950’s m, etc.

(sev dozens) £25
573 VE Comprehensive 1920-1934 Saar collection on leaves. Mint or used. Missing only the

Bavarian overprint set, and a few odd issues and varieties. Includes ALL the Charity
sets with ALL top values. The 1932 Buildings set and the 1933 Explosion set are
cancelled. The rest of the charity issues are mint, and nearly all appear once hinged.
Many better items have expert/dealer marks, including SG 16, 134, 149, 156 and
159-165. Condition is generally very fine and fresh, particularly with the better
items. The key SG 134 is a superb very lightly hinged example. £600

GHANA
574 E 1958/59 Early post independence sets, MUH in large sheets & blocks, 720 sets.

Attractive and fine. £75

GIBRALTAR
575 A 1880’s-1990’s mint & used colln in red springback album. Many better items seen.

STC £910 £125
576 S 1886 to 4d g-f.u.  Sg 1-5.   (5) £75
577 S 1889 25c on 2d x 2, 1 with small “I” variety g-f. m/m Sg 17 x 17a.   (2) £42
578 S 1889 surcharge set Sg 15-21 fine m/m.   (7) £75
579 S 1889-96 Spanish currency set. Sg 22-33, to 5p. Fine m/m.   (12) £65
580 VA 1889-2008 fine m/m & much u/m colln in 2 Crown albums with vals to 10/-, KGVI

set to £1 & QEII Sets to £1 etc. Clean lot incl MS’s.   (100’s) £365
581 S 1898 re-issue on sterling currency Sg 39-45 g-fine M/M.   (7) £55
582 E 1970’s/1980’s u/m.  (dozens) £28
583 A QV & QEII incl 1889 50c on 6d, 25c, 1898 2d, 4d, 6d x 2 & 1/-, 1960-62 set to £1,

1971 set to £1 (pairs) x 2 u/m, rest are fine m/m or u/m. STC £360+  (dozens). £30
584 A Colln in red binder. Includes FDC’s and m/s. STC £415. £90
585 E QEII m & u incl u/m sets to £1, Omnibus issues etc, plus used with vals to $5, useful

lot. (sev dozens) £30
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586 E KEDVII dupl range on hagnars with vals to 2/- (creased) part sorted.  (c136) £24
587 A QEII dupl range of mainly commems, good variety vals to £3. All fine u/m. Face

£230.  (100’s) £120
588 E QV dupl used range in small s/book incl 20c (5), 2p, 1898 set.  (c235). £48
589 E QEII fine u/m dupl range of MS’s & part sheets. Face £180+.   (100’s) £80
590 A KGVI dupl used sorted accum in brown s/book incl Sg. 123a (4), 127 (2) & HV’s.

STC £1000+. (few 100). £80
591 E QEII dupl u/m range with sterling part sheets, later incl 1982 skull (33 sets),

booklets, etc. (100’s) £40
592 A Collection 1935-1974 Mint in Simplex Album inc. 1935 S.J., 1938 ½d - 2/-, 1967 set

to £1, UM + Comms 1971 decimal set to £1 in used pairs. Lovely lot. £60
593 A Red s/book with QV-QEII dupl vals, some covers cards etc.   (few 100) £50
594 A Blue stock book, early to modern, inc. many miniature sheets. £45

GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS
595 E 1966 Churchill set in blocks of 4 & pairs of ½d & 3d, also ½d corner block of 4

double perfs at top.   (24) £30
596 S 1968 defin 10c gutter block of 4 double perforations at left.  (4) £30

GOLD COAST
597 A 1889-1988 colln in red springback album. STC 320 £45

GREECE
598 A 1900-2004 m & u ranges in two stockbooks, last 25 years u/m. £220
599 E Early Hermes both first and second issue, plus some back of book material. £45

GRENADA
600 S 1966 Churchill 35c (Sg.228) fine u/m block of 6 with good red shift. P.T.S.A. £300. (6) £32

GUATEMALA
601 E Early to modern range.  (dozens) £20

HONDURAS
602 E Small early to modern range.  (77) £12

HONG KONG
603 A 1880s-1990s colln in blue springback album. STC £1820 £250
604 S 1882-96 10c purple/red reversed Watermark. Very fine used. SG 38x   See Photo  (1) £70
605 S 1882-96 2c carmine x 2 good to fine m/m.   (2) £28
606 E 1971 Year of the Pig 10c u/m sheet of 50 STC £200.   (50) £32
607 E 1994 & 1997 year books.  (2) £30
608 E QE range incl 1968 Seacraft U/M to $1, 1970 Year of the Dog (10c is a block of 4),

etc. (47) £20
609 S QV & KEDVII with 1885 50c on 46c SG 46 & 1903 KEDVII $2 used (perfin). Sg

87A.  (2) £105

HONG KONG POST OFFICES IN CHINA
610 VS 1917-21 1c sideways watermark SG 1c fine used pair. Used in Tieitsin. Our vendor

found 3 pairs in an old time lot, one was sold by us earlier for £2900, one was sold
in Hong Kong and this is the third example.   See Photo.  (2) £2500

HUNGARY
611 A Mixed selection of mostly modern issues mint, with many sets and Miniature sheets,

in 64 page stock book and of reasonable catalogue value. (100’s) £35
612 B Big thick home-made album contg dupl early to modern.  (100’s) £75
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613 E Mixed lot of mint & used stamps in mixed condition on stock sheets 1900 onwards.
Good thematic content.  (1000’s) £75

614 A Collection Dealer Stock Early - 1950s U/M mint sets. £25

ICELAND
615 A From earlies & including a number of better items u/m. £75
616 E Useful colln with better earlier mint.   (dozens) £60

INDIA
617 A Colln in red springback album. STC £1700+ £250
618 A QV-1960s with useful here and there with vals to 5R, KGV ovptd SERVICE in m/m

blocks of 4 etc, KGVI mint vals to 1R, used vals to 10R & some states + KGVI mint
Jind States, Sparce in places (few 100) £48

INDIA & STATES
619 E and States on old album pages. Interesting lot. £38

INDIAN STATES
620 S Stockcards of better items, packets, envelopes & loose. Good sorter. £50
621 E Indian States Native & Convention, hundreds, plus interesting range of CEF

cancellations on piece. £200

INDO-CHINA
622 A BSA in pink stock book. Many hundreds with good postmarks noted. £80

INDONESIA
623 E 1946-60s with many mint sets & a few used. CLean lot on leaves STC £120+ (few 100) £18
624 A 1951-95 colln of u/m sets in s/book, good lot. STC 530 Euros.   (few 100) £80
625 A used & fine u/m seln of useful & sets in s/bk with vals to 50psts mainly from 1950s

& 1960s (100s) £32

IRAN
626 E Early material, in two. Iranian presentation books, made for Mirza Abol Hassan Laleh.

Plus other material on stock card. Many hundreds with good postmarks noted. £80
627 A Volumes Iran in brown and blue stockbooks, lots of earlies through to 1980, many 100’s. £80

IRAQ
628 S Kirdistan region modern Bird value in an imperf block of 6 fine u/m with major

colour shift. (1) £40

IRELAND
629 E 1922-89 colln on pages. STC £280. £32
630 A Collection 1920s-1990s Plenty of Stamps All SG identified. £40

ISRAEL
631 E Colln on pages useful modern used.  (dozens) £16
632 A Israel Collection 1955-1966. Very Comprehensive lot in 2 volumes. £120

ITALY
633 E Selection of covers & cards (185) with First Day issues. £25
634 E Very extensive early to modern accum with useful middle period mint.  (100’s) £120
635 E Early to 1940’s range on large leaves m&u. (sev dozens) £20
636 A S/book with mint range to 1911 with better noted.  (c183) £50
637 A Small lot in s/book of used, with some mint noted early to modern.  (100s) £25
638 PC Italy - Good range incl horse & carts, town, city & rural views.   (174) £22
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ITALIAN COLONIES
639 VA Collection in well filled stock book with a rich offering of mint & used issues over a

wide range of material, noted General Issues from 1932, Italian East Africa, Eritria,
Rhodes, Italian PO’s in Libya, Cyrenaica, Tripolitannia. Good condition, much fine.
100s STC SG approx £2000. £375

640 E Early range on leaves m&u incl. Eritrea Sg 19a u etc.  STC £350   (dozens) £90

JAMAICA
641 E QV to QE2 issues, with some interesting postmarks, and these plus wmks need

checking. £45

JAPAN
642 S 1904 Registered Cover with S colour combination Chrysanthemum 2Sen (3), 3Sen

(2), 4Sen (2), 5Sen (2), & 10 Sen Canc SANNOMIYA KOBE JAPAN cds. (1) £160
643 S 1950 Airs. Fine mint set. SG 575/79 (v4). Cat £420 £100
644 E Early material on leaves and in packets. (100’s). £50

KENYA UGANDA AND TANGANYIKA
645 A & Kenya colln in blue ring binder. Interesting range with better items. STC £1770. £275
646 A Blue Frank Godden peg album with Kenya 1963 defs fu to 1/-, 1966 animals un.m

and fu complete 20/-, 1971 shells complete un.m and fu to 20/-, Tanzania 1967 fish
fu complete to 20/-, overprinted Official fu complete to 5/-, KUT/E Africa commem
sets almost complete from 1966 Tourism to 1972 Olympics with un m sets (15), fu
(14), FDC (11) £38

647 A Early to modern m&u range in s/book.  (few 100) £100

KOREA
648 E A few Empire, but mainly North Korea, plus some South.   (100’s) £36

KOREA: EMPIRE
649 S 1902-3 3ch on 25p wide surcharge mint pair SG 44B.      (2) £36

KOREA: NORTH
650 S 2001 1-30 Owl m/sheet, 4 progressive colour proofs, VERY SCARCE. £26
651 S Late 1940’s/early 1950’s range offered as reprints.  Not often seen.  (25) £25

KUWAIT
652 E KGVI to modern range on Hagnars with vals to 10R on 10/- u, other vals to 150f.

(sev dozens) £35
653 E Early to modern with useful incl vals to 2R f.u. 10R on 10/- GB etc. STC £824. (dozens) £140
654 S Range of m, but mainly used on small pages and cards with better.   (dozens) £44

LATVIA
655 E Chiefly pre 1940 m&u on pages.   (148) £24

LEBANON
656 S 1928-28 3 different opt. varieties incl double, completely offset & missing wording (3) £32
657 E Small early to modern range.  (dozens) £12

LESOTHO
658 E 1981-84 used range on paper with ovpts & some pmk interests.  (c500) £38
659 A 1986 duplicated range in large blocks/sheets etc with u/m Bird opts, accompanied

with list. Good lot. £100
660 E 1986 small & large 9ct overprints on SG 722-722a on 30 ct Foxy charaxis complete

sheets of 49 cat excess of £250. £38
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661 E 1988 16s (weaver bird) in 1½ sheets, each all have minor shift of yellow + larger shift
of black, giving a yellow corona to King’s head & giving the body of the design a
“blurred bird” effect. Fine u/m.  (80) £100

662 E 1988 16s (weaver bird) in 1½d u/m sheets, all with good vertical perf shift, bisecting
the value tablet & placing year inscription at top of stamp.  (80) £100

663 E 2 bundles of private & commercial correspondence mid 1980’s to Lesotho from GB,
RSA, Kenya etc with instructional and tax marks etc. £38

664 A Blue Frank Godden album with 40 different town & village postmarks on 1981 birds
and 1984 butterflies on small pieces, and 29 x 9cts Foxy charaxis with different
postmarks, and un m in pairs/blocks. £30

665 S Bundle of 7 radio ham cards from Lesotho. Unusual!! £20
666 E Stockcards with 130 x 1981 Birds, 1984 Butterflies overprints used on pieces with

different postmarks. £28
667 E Modern range of u/m opts with Butterflies, Birds. STC £100+    (dozens) £20

LIBERIA
668 E Early to modern on pages.  (dozens) £20
669 E Middle to modern, chiefly used.   (dozens) £20

LIBYA
670 E Italian period pre World War 2 M&U range.  (39) £16

LIECHTENSTEIN
671 VA 1912-96 virtually complete colln in s/book m/m, used & u/m with many useful, clean

lot. STC 6000 Euros.  (100’s) £480
672 E 1950s-80s range of some sets u/m & used useful little lot (sev dzn) £24
673 S 1953 Vaduz Scout set on postcard pristine. SCARCE Cover. £22
674 E Large accumulation with over 140 Maxin cards (includes duplicates) plus over 40

FDC’s 1970’s to 1990’s. Very attractive. £30

LITHUANIA
675 E Good early range m&u & quantity of modern dupl used.  (100’s) £60
676 E Mid period of mainly mint on s/page STC 157 euros.  (dozens) £32

LUXEMBOURG
677 E An excellent collection on large album leaves, well ordered by Yvert No from 1865

with strong m+u ranges, complete sequences and numerous better sets, particularly
strong in the good 1930/1950’s period, then run through to mid 60’s, Back of Book
with good officials, Nazi occupation issues etc. 100s. Good condition, much fine. The
better stamps/sets alone cat SG £3200. £425

678 E Early to modern on old leaves, we note 1935 Intellectuals mint rather heavy hinges
with original Post Office notice.  (100’s) £200

679 A M&U in s/bk.   (100’s) £24
680 E Middle period used better bits STC 214 euros. (20) £32

MACAO
681 E Early to modern on leaves with better.  (63 + 1 item) £28

MALAYA
682 S Plus St Settlements, Singapore loose M&U with useful.  (100s) £32
683 S Plus St Settlements, Singapore loose M&U with useful.   (100s) £32
684 S Plus St Settlements, Singapore loose M&U with useful.   (100s) £32

MALAYA: FEDERATED MALAY STATES
685 S 1900 vals to 10c M&U.  (6) £38
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MALAYAN STATES: PAHANG
686 S 1891-97 SG 11 14 + 16, all fine u/m.  (5) £25
687 S 1898-9 25c SG 20 fine used.   (1) £48

MALAYAN STATES: PENANG
688 S 1954-57 complete set to $5 m/m & used. SG 28-43. (32) £55
689 E 1957-60 sets to $5 x 2 of M & U. SG 44-65. (44) £55

MALAYAN STATES: PERAK
690 S 1889 4C official mint watermark inverted heavy hinge SG 02w.              (1) £28

MALAYSIA
691 A and States 1900-90s colln in blue springback album. Better items seen. STC £1315. £210

MALTA
692 S 1886 5/- frensh mint. Tiny tone spot.  (1) £22
693 A 1914-2000 colln in green binder. STC £935+ £145
694 S 1922 Self Government 2/- Script break in scroll fine used SG 120A. (1) £120
695 E 1925 ½d P.Due u/m part sheet of 32. c£40 (32) £12
696 A 1953-78 u/m colln in purple Lindner album. STC £520. £190
697 E 1969 Gandhi x 11 sheets & a single. £140
698 A Range of issues from QV to GVI both mint and used & includes some useful items. £35
699 A QV-QE starter lot in album (dzns) £30
700 B Collection QV-QEII Fine used with 1948 Self-Government set to 10/-, 1956 to £1,

and comprehensive Comms. To 1974 All F.U. difficult to find F.U. also some M.S.
and FDCs £60

701 A Collection 1937-1974 I Album inc. 1948 New Constitution set to 10/-, 1965 set incl.
Papers, omms Loks Complete with marginal blocks of 6 etc + a few FDCs all look
MNH Superb Quality. £100

MAURITIUS
702 S 1863-72 6d V.fine m/m bar straight edge at top SG.65.   (1) £40
703 E QV-KGV1 colln from 1863-72 range, to 1/-, later Cents types M7U, Arms types 1937

Coronation 20c line by sceptre mint etc. Useful lot.   (133) £175

MEXICO
704 E Mixed M&U early to modern on untidy old leaves. (100’s) £40

MONACO
705 E M&U early to modern on leaves.  (dozens) £24
706 A Early to modern range of mainly mint, incl sets & early used, useful lot.  (100s) £65

MONGOLIA
707 E Dupl early to modern on pages.  (100’s) £32

NETHERLANDS
708 VE 1852-1961 good range of m&u sets incl 1950’s etc on printed leaves, ideal for

expansion. STC 3,500 euros.   (100’s) £300
709 A 1852-1986 extensive mainly used colln in green favourite album, high cat & ideal for

expansion. (100’s) £80
710 VA 1852-1976 m, u & u/m colln in Davo album with better throughout. Nice clean lot.

(100’s) £460
711 S 1869-75 6½c mauve per 14 fine mint og SG 62a £1100. Excellent example of a

difficult classic. £275
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712 E 1876 def photographic proofs, position guides etc, possibly unique (dzns) £18
713 S 1891-94 1g slate-violet, fine mint og, fine with fresh colour, well centred SG 157

£900. Scarce hi value. £225
714 S 1893-98 5g lake & bronze-green, fine mint og, well centred. Fine with fresh colour.

SG 165 £110 Scarce hi value. £275
715 S 1913 Centenary of Independence 10 G orange/vermilion fine used. Slight crease on

reverse, and blunt perf bottom left corner. A very decent copy of a scarce stamp.
SG 225 Cat £1100. £275

716 E Superior collection on large, well ordered album leaves with a depth of fine used and
mint ranges, commences with solid range of 19C from 1852 with numerous elusive
and better stamps, 1870 arms 2 ½c fu, 1872 defins to 1G fu, 1890 Wilhelmina issues
inc 1G gu, complete sequences through turn of Century, 1913 long stamps to 5G fu,
1919 2.50 on 10G orange-red ditto on orange-vermillion, both fu, 1923 25th Anniv
of Accession to 2 ½G (m), then substantially complete pre/post WW2 with numerous
good sets, mainly mint inc 1928 sports, 1932 Tourist propaganda, numerous Child
Welfare, 1940 long o’printed set (m), looks virtually comlete to mid 60s plus Back
of Book. Good condition throughout with much fine. The better stamps and sets
alone cat £3300. Highly commen dable. 100’s £675

717 A FDC’s 1987-97.   (113) £24
718 A FDC’s 1960’s-1980’s    (120) £24
719 A FDC’s 1950’s-1980’s.   (126) £24
720 A FDC’s 1960’s-1990’s.     (121) £24
721 A FDC’s 1960’s onwards.   (87) £20
722 A Extensive early to modern in home-made album. (100’s) £120
723 A & Cols FDC’s 1950’s-1980’s.   (124) £24
724 A Album of FDC’s.   (83) £20
725 A FDC’s in album.  (128) £28
726 A Used colln in Davo printed album.  (100’s) £28
727 E Early to modern range with better noted with many u/m incl 1953 c welfare, 1952

landing set u/m 1956 Europas u/m 1956 Cul & soc Rel fund set etc (few 100) £36
728 A Colln in hingeless SAFE album from 1968-76 virtually complete & majority fine

U/M. (100’s) £35
729 VA Valuable colln in DAVO album with much fine material of used, M/M, but mainly

u/m ranges to 1980’s with many sets & b/lets.  (100s) £600
730 A Fine used colln to 2000 in DAVO album with 75% of completion, fine lot.  (100s) £265
731 VA Useful seln of used, M/M & U/M in large s/book with slight duplication. Inspection

advised. (100s) £570

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
732 A 1957-80 mint colln in brown s/book. STC 250euros. £38
733 A FDC’s 1960’s-1980’s    (81) £24

NETHERLANDS INDIES
734 E Miscellaneous on pages.  (dozens) £24
735 S Japanese Occupation Postage Dues 5c, 7½c & 1 GLD with unusual boxed violet

overprint. Not seen by us before.   See Photo.   (3) £50

NEW GUINEA
736 E 1915-1939 Mint & Used with some cancellations. Includes 1939 Airs to a Shilling

and O19 plus much else. STC £520 (approx) £125

NEW ZEALAND
737 A 1873-1981 mint & used colln in blue binder. Better items including m/s seen. STC £1340 £190
738 S 1895 Express freighter NZ Express Co Campbell & Crust 2d black on green crayon

cancel. (1) £48
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739 A 1971-91 colln in album m&u incl some MS’s. Clean lot.  (100’s) £30
740 A Misc lot from Chalons to modern. Duplicated in parts. Mixed condn.  (100’s) £50
741 A Early to modern range with useful noted with QV values to 1/- u & 2 underprints, KEVII,

KGV vals to 1/-, KGVI m & u with mint vals to 3/-, Officials etc interesting lot (few 100) £55
742 E QEII u/m seln incl 1960 defs, 1960 £1 block of 4, 1967 $2 block etc.  STC £350. £60
743 A A mostly QE2 accumulation in stockbook, mint & used.  (few 100) £30
744 S All periods loose in packets, mainly more modern plus sundry Australia etc. (100s) £35
745 A Colln in printed SG album 1898-1970’s range with vals to £1 etc.  (few 100) £55
746 E Useful lot of Officials KV & Arms vals to £2 etc. STC £531.    (dozens) £95

NICARAGUA
747 E Useful early to middle ranges, then quantity of modern.  (100’s_ £40

NIGERIA
748 A Red stock book. Includes South, North Nigeria, Lagos etc. Many hundreds. £55

NORTH BORNEO
749 E 1888/92 & 1897/1902 issues, both genuine & reprints on 8 sheets.  (Sev dozens) £40
750 E 1892 1c on 5c SG64 part sheet of 50 unused. Cat £350.  (50) £80

OMAN
751 S 1971 ½R ovpt Sultanate of Oman, & 1972-5 to 1R (ex 30b) all u/m.  (12) £32

PAKISTAN
752 S 1961-3 2p, 25p & 40p imperf u/m pairs (6) £22

PANAMA
753 A Useful collection 1906 to 1970’s with many interesting mint and used. STC 2007

over £500. Note latest SG shows many increases. £40

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
754 A Colln in a multi-coloured s’book. STC £300+ (excluding damaged). £50
755 E Small, but useful seln on pages and a few covers, incl 1938 set on cover, 1952-58

vals to 2/6 m&u + 1958 - 60 vals to 5/- on cover etc. (dozens) £24
756 A A fine used or m/m, but mainly u/m seln in large s/book with mainly 1960’s & 70’s

sets in blocks of 4. Fine lot STC £820+   (100’s) £200
757 E A small seln of 1980’s u/m sets some in blocks, plus a few FDC’s + Commercial

main.  (dozens) £16

PARAGUAY
758 A u/m mint fairly modern 1970’s/1980’s. (dozens) £40

PERU
759 E Early to modern on leaves.    (dozens) £24

PHILIPPINES
760 S 1899-1901 $1 Type 1 SG 264 fine used. (1)      . £30
761 S 1899-1901 3c & 4c (thin spots), 1903-4 1c, 2c, 5c, (straight edge), 10c, 50c, (slight

adhesive), & $1 unused, otherwise all mint paper hinges.              (8) £48
762 S 1903-4 $1 SG279 good used           (1) £30
763 E Early to modern colln.    (dozens) £24
764 E Useful early range on leaves.  (dozens) £36

PITCAIRN ISLANDS
765 E Stockcard with 1967 decimal currency to 10cts fu, and 8 un m sets 1968-72 cat

£25+ (1992) £20
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POLAND
766 2A 1960-late 70’s in 2 large s/books with duplicated used vals with much thematics

content here.  (1000’s) £90
767 A Home-made horrible album contg dupl early to modern.   (100’s) £80
768 E on stock cards. Mint & used. Better 1937 miniature sheets noted. £85

PORTUGAL
769 E 1940 Penny black/Rowland Hill, lightly m/m.  (1) £26
770 E 1980’s Castles sheetlets in presentation book. (1) £20
771 E Early to modern untidy lot on pages.  (100’s) £48
772 E Better mint oddments STC 395 euros.  (15) £48
773 A Early to mid range in red album incl better. (few 100) £100

PORTUGUESE COLONIES
774 E Angola early to modern on leaves.  (dozens) £15
775 E Azores m&u on pages.  (dozens) £24
776 E Mozambique early to modern on leaves.  (100’s) £28
777 E Portuguese Guniea Congo & Quelimane. (dozens) £28
778 E Nyassa 1911 issues o’printed Republica fine MUH in blocks of 4 to 500R (low val

2.5R, 4 x singles). SG 53/64 Cat £80. £22

PUERTO RICO
779 E Spanish period & one US, all mint.  (35) £8

RHODESIA
780 A Rhodesia colln in red s’book. £38

RHODESIA’S
781 A Rhodesia & Zimbabwe colln in red springback album. Some higher values included.

STC £654. £90

RUANDA-URUNDI
782 E & Rwanda dupl ranges on leaves.  (100’s) £32

RUMANIA
783 E 1906 Jubilee exhibition labels set of 4 in fine u/m blocks of 4, Scarce labels.  (16) £16
784 A Early to modern dupln in tatty homemade album. (100’s) £60
785 E Mixed lot mint & used in mixed condition on stock sheets. 1910 onwards. Good

thematic content (1000’s) £60
786 E MUH air dups 1960/62 sets, dups, 3 types Butterflies, Alpine sports (imperf), Aviation,

pristine condition in large blocks, 120 sets. Cat Euro 970.  1000s. £95
787 E Range from early imperfs to 1930’s.   (100’s) £55

RUSSIA
788 S Airs 1934 Set SG643/647 mint. £15
789 E Selection of mint & used in mixed condition on stock sheets. 1920’s onwards good

thematic content.  (100’s) £48
790 E Attractive material on pages and stock cards, including Mi 513-522 (cat 60 euros) +

much else (many hundreds). £65
791 E Better items, includes Michel 1978 b in block of 9, blocks 19 and 20. Michel

1069-1072 in block of 4 + others. Total cat 300 Euros. £55
792 A Early to modern, better values noted including Michel 2203 and block of four, and

some better perfs. £150
793 E Mainly earlier material plus a little Tanzania, on stock cards and pages. £75
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RWANDA
794 E Early to mainly modern u/m range on hagnars with sets (dzns) £15

ST.HELENA
795 S 1922-37 to 2/6 (less 2/-) Sg. 97/109. g-f m/m. (11) £28
796 A Colln in Crown Agents album 1890-2002 m&u, but mainly u/m incl 1912 to 8d f.u,

1922 to 5/- m, KGVI set to 10/- m, 1953 set to 10/- m, to 2/6 f.u, 1960’s f.u, etc plus
many other sets m&u. Good lot.   (100’s) £150

ST.KITTS-NEVIS: ST.CHRISTOPHER
797 S 1882-90 1/- x 2 shades, Sg 20/1 g-fine m/m.   (2) £36

ST. VINCENT
798 S 1862-69 1d & 4d m/m vals, a few short perfs. Still useful. STC £390   (2) £32

SAN MARINO
799 E Early to modern on pages.  (dozens) £16

SARAWAK
800 E 1875-1996 M&U clean seln on 2 s/sheets with useful vals to $1. STC £350.  (dozens) £95
801 S 1934-41 15c orange, $2, & 1945 BMA $1. $2 & $4 all fine used.   (5) £30
802 S 1955-59 set to $5 fine m/m.  (15) £20

SAUDI ARABIA
803 S Small early range, we note 1936 Charity Medical aid & 1937-42 ditto both Mint,

but heavyish hinges.                (19) £160

SERBIA
804 E Early range.  (78) £12
805 VA Specialised collection including Turkey used in Serbia, cancels, parcel cards. Interesting. £320

SIERRA LEONE
806 S 1980 Birds 15c in an imperf block of 4 with multiple missing colours. PTSA £400. (4) £80
807 A Sierra Leone colln in black album. QV-1971. STC £990. £175
808 E Early to Pre-Independence on black Stockbook pages. Some earlies are very fresh

includes KG6 mint to a pound. STC £375++. £80
809 E Early to Pre-Indpendence STC £290 plus selection of postmarks plus fiscals etc. £75

SOMALIA
810 S 1960 Independence in blocks of 4 on plain FDC canc HARGEISA. Stamps

unexpectedly catalogue at £184!   (1) £48

SOMALILAND PROTECTORATE
811 S 1903 ½A official the “on HMS” is grossly misplaced mint £100

SOUTH AFRICA
812 S 1920 1½d chestnut tete-beche used block of 6 with cds ‘Kokstad’ cancels. SG 5a. Cat

£54 as 3x prs, a premium for multiples would apply. £25
813 S 1927-28 6d black & slate Sg.D 21 in m/m block of 4 of which 2 are u/m.  (4) £30
814 S c1923 Harrison Springbook 1d essay in Carmine u/m.               (1) £40
815 A Collection in large, well filled stock book & on stock leaves housing chiefly post

independence issues MUH/fu, inc dup ranges, sets, much of thematic appeal, odd
presentation pack, booklet, some earlier.  (100’s) £90

816 A Collection in handsome Lighthouse album with hingeless mounts, 1919-1960s fine
m+u ranges with useful earlier to WW2, 1913 defins to 10/- fu, 1920/30s commems
inc low vals pairs, singles to 10/-. 100s. Clean lot, excellent basis for expansion. £100
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817 A Collection 1977-1982 Various cyl. Blocks FDC’s etc. £50

SPAIN
818 S 1950 stamp centenary imperf postage set + airs. 8v SG 1141/48 (8v) Cat £680. Very

fresh appearance. Slight adherence on a couple of stamps. £125
819 S 1951 O’printed issues of General Franco’s visit to Canary Islands, 10c on 50c purple,

10c on 1 pta red mint. Sl. adherence on top perf of latter item. SG 1149/1150 £220  (2v) £55
820 S 1953 50 ptas black-violet Air, portrait of the painter Sorolla. Mint copy, well centred,

tiny ink spot on lower perf, slight adherence behind top perfs. SG 1187 £650. Key stamp. £100
821 A Early to modern extensive lot in home-made album. Some Colonies.   (100’s) £120
822 E Early to modern on leaves.  (100’s) £44
823 VB A 4 volume collection in printed DAVO albums, with a depth of material spanning

1850-1990, noted good range of classics from 1850/65 Queen Isabella sideface
imperfs with 4 margin fu copies, 1867 hi cat mint, further 19c ranges with mint
pickings, 1920/30s inc commems, odd min sheet, WW2 + later Franco period, 1960/
1990s looks virtually complete mint, numerous attractive sets, mins sheets, Back of
Book inc express, airs, locals during civil war period, telegraphs, war tax, 19c Carlist
issues etc. Good condition, much fine.  (4) £500

824 A Spain & Cols, mainly pre 1960 accum in 1 s/book & 2 albums with some useful
noted. (100’s) £55

825 A Early to mid seln in s/book with some useful. (few 100’s) £65
826 A Range to 1950’s used in s/book.  (few 100s) £40
827 E Selection on stock cards and album pages. Much older material. Quite a lot of back

of book material. £65

SPANISH COLONIES
828 E Elobey Annobon & Corisco 1907 75c complete sheet of 25 missing its right hand

margin - U/M a truly spectacular piece.  Cat 200 euros (Edfil 2005)    (25) £60

SRI LANKA
829 S 1983 birds 2R in an imperf proof block of 4 U/M, SCARCE. £26

SUDAN
830 A 1897-1990s colln in red springback album. STC £260+ £45

SURINAM
831 E Surinam to Curucao 1934 1st Transatlantic KLM mail - carrying flight to the

Caribbean cover, registered at Param, Ribo.  SCARCE, £26

SWEDEN
832 A Stockbook of modern unmounted from late 1940’s, plus a number of Local issues. £30
833 A Stock book filled with interesting items from 1855 to 1960’s. STC having a high

evaluation, and needs wmk, shades and perforations to be looked at to ensure full
value is achieved. £60

834 E Early to modern dupl, untidy lot on pages. (100’s) £48
835 A All periods in s/bk, but much recent fine used. (100’s) £150
836 A Colln in Leuchtern hingeless album 1858-1970’s incl better, some good cancels,

modern in b/lets mainly u/m.  (100’s) £160

SWITZERLAND
837 VS 1862-64 60c copper-bronze fine mint og, fresh with fine colour. Signed on reverse.

SG 59 Cat £1600. Excellent example of a scarce stamp. £400
838 A 1900-1963 fine used colln in 2 green Senator albums incl complete Pro-Juventute

1913-63, Pro Patria 1938-63 etc.  STC £1,600. Clean lot. (100’s) £120
839 E 1950’s-80’s range of V.F.U. sets in pairs & blocks of 4.   (few 100s) £65
840 A Early to modern seln in album m&u with useful. (few 100) £16
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841 A Mid to modern range with many Pro-Juventute with useful (100’s) £32
842 E Early to modern on leaves with dupln. needs sorting.  (100’s) £60
843 A Clean, chiefly used colln.  (100’s) £16
844 A U/M colln in binder album 1976-1990 not complete. Face stated to be 250 francs

approx. (100s) £130
845 A Clean f.u. colln in s/book from 1930’s to modern, incl Pro-Juventutes & Pro-Partia.

(few 100) £40
846 A Duplicated M&U in small s/book, Hagnars, FDC’s etc.  (100s) £45
847 A Mint used & u/m sets in album with mint airs, then some Italy etc.   (few 100s) £110
848 E Early to modern mainly fine m/m & u/m range on s/pages with useful.   (sev dozens) £65

THAILAND
849 E Early to modern on pages.  (100’s_ £32

TONGA
850 S 1942-9 to 2/6 mint.  (8) £10

TRISTAN DA CUNHA
851 2A 1952-2006 colln of mainly fine u/m in 2 Crown Agents albums, looks complete.

High cat value. (100’s) £250

TUNISIA
852 E 1888-1983 m&u colln on pages with better sets & values.  (100’s) £80
853 E Miscellany on pages all periods.  (dozens) £20

TURKEY
854 E Early to modern on pages.  (100’s) £48
855 E Loose accum in envelope with some better noted in packet.  (few 100) £20

TUVALU
856 E Imperf mini sheets 1988 Scouts, Royal Wedding, 1986 60th Birthday, 1985 Queen

Mother 30c imperf block of 4 & 1986 60th Birthday 90c strip of 3 partially imperf.
(5 items) £30

857 B Accum in 2 s/books & new issue packets as received with multiples, gutters, etc.
Huge original cost.  (100’s) £200

UNITED NATIONS
858 A 1969-2003 Vienna/Geneva fine u/m colln of sets in s/book. STC 565 Euros (few 100) £125
859 A UN (Geneva) u/m & fu colln in Lindner Hingeless album cat nearly £700 £48
860 B Shoe box filled with 295 FDC’s and cards from 1970’s & 1980’s. Includes some

duplications, but also many Flag series.  (100’s) £35

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
861 E 1873-1882 mint selection on Hagner, mainly part og, and fresh appearance, noted

1870 10c Type 36A deep brown Jefferson (ng) tiny closed tear (cat £1800), 1888 4c
Jackson carmine nice copy etc. (8 all different) SG Cat £3050. £190

862 S 1873 15c yellow-orange Daniel Webster an apparently unused copy (a mint copy
Cat. £2500) + fu copy with clearn Cincinnati cancel in double oval strike. An
interesting duo. SG 156 x2 £100

863 S 1894. 50c orange Jefferson, fu, SG 262 Cat £150 £32
864 S 1894 $1 black (type 1) Perry fu, well centred, few blunt perfs, SG 263 Cat £350

(Note premium for well centred copies is +100%). £90
865 S 1895 $5 deep green (Marshall) used with light parcel cancel, a few pulled perfs along

lower edge, a sound example of a scarce stamp. SG 282 Cat £600. £100
866 A 1900’s modern in stockbook with useful earlies. (100’s) £65
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867 E 1951/1878 used on hagner well above average examples, all with light cancels, inc
fu, with better, noted 1867 15c black Lincoln with grill, 1879 90c Perry
Carmine-lake exc. appearance. Other values to 30c (x2). Some small faults noted
amongst generally sound. (28) Hi cat. £175

868 S 2 dollar deep blue Sg 265 stc 425. £140
869 A 3 Preprinted Minkus albums, Minkus leaves, sparse earlies. Then comprehensive

50s-2000s. Many 100s. Lovely lot to expand. £250
870 B Range of modern year packs (empty) in box. (14) £7
871 E mixed early to middle mint (dzns) £40
872 E Early to middle, we note 1901 10c unused, 1938-54 $2 & $5 mint, but thins. (dozens) £32
873 A Small stock book with issues, mainly pre 1930’s & including revenue’s with one

Newspaper issue stated to be at $200, but not confirmed by us. May contain many
worth-while issues, but offered at a low estimate. £45

874 B Collection Duplicated Stock 1893-2000 in 7 Stockbooks Comprehensive coverage
of 80’s onwards. Condition is fine. £150

875 E Old album leaves, many better noted including 50 cent Omaha. £80

URUGUAY
876 E Early to modern on leaves.  (dozens) £20

VATICAN CITY
877 A 1929-85 m/m, u/m & used colln in album with better material.  (few 100) £110
878 S 1952 Cont of 18th Papal visit ms Sg. ms176a Rue u/m.  C.£170.   (1) £40
879 E M&U early to modern on leaves.  (dozens) £16
880 A Vatican FDC’s in album 1960’s & 1970’s.  (74) £20

VENEZUELA
881 A A substantial colln in red spring back album from 1860’s - 1973 M&U, but mainly

mint with useful incl. 1859 m, 1860’s issues m, 1896 Gren. Miranda m, 1900’s incl
block of 8, 4 are u/m, & other sets mint etc. Good solid lot. Inspection advised. (100’s) £140

VIETNAM
882 S 1995 Owls set in blocks of 4 U/M (S/G/931/5) overprinted specimen, rare only 200 exists. £65
883 E Colln on leaves.  (100’s) £20

YEMEN
884 E 1931 -60s m & u range on s/page etc incl 1931 to 20b u, 1947-58 issues u, 1942 set

m, 1945-51 ovpts incl some handstamped, 1951 Air set u/m 1939 set m x2 & 1926
2½b etc useful lot (dzns) £38

885 A Colln on Minkus printed leaves from 1926 used set later to 1970’s    (100’s) £80
886 E Small seln, mainly earlier issues.  (18) £10

YUGOSLAVIA
887 VE
888 E Useful m & u seln on s/pages incl sets (dzns) £18
889 E Early to mid range on s/pages m&u, but mainly used.   (Few 100). £13

GREAT BRITAIN
POSTAL HISTORY

890 B WWII Minesweeper Correspondence Active Service/Fleet Mail Officer/Hospital
re-directed etc. Fine original lot. £200

891 A Early range of 1d reds to 1d lilacs etc on entires & covers, a couple of Ireland etc,
inspection advised.  (c67) £40
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892 B Benham Silk FDI cards in 4 albums 100 Verticals 1980-1992 30 Horizontals
1992-1994 nearly complete incl definitives. £120

893 A File of cards relating to Postal History & the PHS, also Aerogrammes.  (qty) £20

QUEEN VICTORIA: LINE ENGRAVED
894 S 1840 2d blue 4 margins black MC. See Photo.  (1) £130
895 S 1840 1d black Plate 1A MA red MC. Good margins. See Photo.   (1) £130
896 S 1840 1d black Plate 2 PF red MC matched pair with 1840 1d. Both fine 4 margins.

See Photo (2) £175
897 S 1840 1d black Plate 4 OB red MC 4 good margins. See Photo.    (1) £130
898 S 1840 1d black Plate 5 OJ red MC 4 good margins. See Photo    (1) £130
899 S 1840 1d black Plate 5 QE red MC 4 margins very fine.   See Photo.   (1) £150
900 S 1840 1d black Plate 6 AC red MC 4 large margins very fine.   See Photo.   (1) £175
901 S 1840 1d black Plate 7 KF red MC 4 margins very fine.   See Photo.   (1) £150
902 S 1840 1d black Plate 8 NI black MC 4 margins. See Photo.   (1) £130
903 S 1840 1d black Plate 8 CD red MC 4 margins matched pair with 1841 1d. See Photo (2) £175
904 VS 1840 1d black DC Plate 10 red MC rare thus. See Photo.   (1) £500
905 S 1841 1d red 4 margins MC additionally with Scots local cancel. STRATHMIGLO

See Photo.   (1) £60
906 E 1841 1d red range on pages with various margins & shades all with MCs fair to fine

condn (few 100) £100
907 S 1841 2d blue fine used with London No12 cancel in black MC SG14F c £350 (1) £80
908 S 1841 1d red-brown Pl31 vfu hand cut tail to R variety SG8K (1) £24
909 S 1841 1d red-brown Pl30 fu on blued paper hand cut tail to R variety SG8K 4

margins with black MC (1) £32
910 S 1841 1d red-brown Sg.8 fine m/m with full gum with 3½ margins.  (1) £32
911 S 1854 1d red-brown on blued paper P16 with INV WMK. STC £180.    (1) £55
912 E 1858-79 range of 1d reds virtually complete from Plate 71-224 g-f.u. STC £1,100+ (c147) £100
913 S 1858-79 2d blue Pl8 m/m centred high some perf toning otherwise fresh SG45 c

£1300 (1) £140
914 S 1858-79 1d plate 173, 2d Plate 14 one with perf fault & 1880 1d Venetian red all

with cds (6) £50
915 S 1870 ½d bantam Pl.11 fine u/m pair.  (2) £60
916 S Sg 118 2d Blue. A fine used example cancelled C38 of CALLAO. £75
917 S Sg 48 ½d Red Plate 15. A superb unmounted mint example. £100
918 S Sg 48 ½d Red Plate 13. A superb unmounted mint example. £75
919 S Sg 48 ½d Red Plate 10. A superb unmounted mint example well centered. £65
920 S Sg Spec C6 1d Red Brown Plate 14. A fine lightly mounted mint example. £195
921 S Sg 34 2d Blue. A superb used example with steel cds. £150
922 S Sg 7 1d Pale Brown Plate 9 RL (worn plate). A superb used example with crisp Black

Maltese cross & 4 large margins. An unusual shade for this plate. £140
923 S Sg 2 1d Black Plate 6 AC. A superb used 4 margin example with Red Maltese Cross.

See Photo £225
924 S Sg 2 1d Black Plate 2 KB. A superb used 4 margin example with almost complete

Red Maltese Cross. See Photo £295
925 VA Valuable colln in s/bk, with 14 1d blacks, mainly 3 margins incl a matched pair of

Plate 5, another stated to be Plate 11 & extensive range of 1d imperfs incl many with
4 margins, numbers in MC incl 4 (4 margins) mint incl pair 4 margins one creased,
black plates, etc, virtually all are plated, (166 1d reds) & a few perf, incl mint (61),
& mint plate nos, incl multiples (174). A lovely lot. £2500

926 E Set of 1d Plates 71-225 (ex 223). Good used. £250
927 E G.B. Mixed Penny Reds, 4 corner letters & perf. (215) £45
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QUEEN VICTORIA: SURFACE PRINTED
928 S 1857 4d pale carmine, slightly off centre with INV WMK, slight blunt corner. STC

£800+. (1) £125
929 S 1865-80 seln of vals to 2/- g-f.u incl many better 10d & 6ds etc STC £2500+ (30) £200
930 VS 1880-3 ½d, 1d, 1½d, 2d & 5d fine u/m 1d has slight bend.  See Photo   (5) £500
931 S 1880-83 3d on 3d & 6d on 6d x 3 of each good to fine cds used.  c£780.   (6) £65
932 S 1883-4 10/- ultramarine fine used 1899 cds. (1) £80
933 S 1891 £1 SG 212 nice looking cds, but thin spot.   (1). £100
934 S Sg 161 6d Grey Plate 18. A fresh lightly mounted mint example. £175
935 S Cds used 1855-57 6d, 1862-4 4d, 1865-7 4d Plate 11, 1873-80 2½d, Pl 5 & Pl 16,

1880-3 4d Pl 18, 1887 Jubilee 1½d, 6d, 9d & 1d red Plate 172 & 1½d.   (11) £80

QUEEN VICTORIA: GENERAL
936 S Sg 178 2/6 Lilac OVPT SPECIMEN type 9. A superb lightly mounted mint example. £175
937 VS Sg 157 2½d Blue Plate 22. A superb Post Office fresh unmounted mint example. See

Photo £325
938 S Sg 154 4d Brown. A superb used example with Squared Circle cds.   See Photo £295
939 VS Sg 152 4d Vermilion. A superb used example with corner cds.    See Photo £325
940 S Sg 110 9d Straw. A superb used example with crisp Oxford steel cds.      See Photo £225
941 S Sg L231 5/- Rose IMPERF OVPT SPECIMEN Type 9 Telegraph. A superb

unmounted mint 4 large margin example. Scarce.   See Photo £250

KING EDWARD VII
942 VS 1902/10 6d PLATE PROOF IN GREY BLACK on thin White card. A superb side

marginal block of 4. £350
943 S 1910 3d Hentschel Half Tone Essay. A very fine small format example in Blue. £250
944 S 1912 1d Carmine PAPER TRIAL. A very fresh imperforate horizontal pair of John

Allen Special finish wove paper. A most attractive example.  See Photo. £175
945 S Sg Spec M30 (4) 5d Deep Plum & Cobalt Blue. A superb lightly mounted mint Date

Cut block of 6. (3 being mounted)  See Photo £195
946 S Sg Spec M30 (1) e/g 5d Dull Reddish Purple & Cobalt Blue BROKEN HARP

STRINGS (11th) DAMAGED RH TABLET (12th). A superb mounted mint Date Cut pair. £75
947 S Sg 267 ½d Dull Green. A superb lightly mounted mint gross mis-perf example. (1)

See Photo £150
948 VS Sg 262 2/6 Dull Purple (c). A superb unmounted mint example with excellent

centering. See Photo £380
949 2A Modern FDC’s also BAT etc.  (109) £100
950 E Used in better than average condition, many dated cancels, values to 10/- (1), 2/6

(2), 1-2/6 and 1-5/- perfins STC £1660 (50 plus stamps). £175

KING GEORGE V
951 S 1911-12 ½d bluish green SG Spec N1 (4) u/m with copy of RPS Cert 2003. (1) £80
952 E 1911-12 Downey Heads, useful m&u reference colln on Hagners with a number of

better shades. (24) £180
953 E 1912-24 m & u range on leaves but mainly used to 1/- incl shades STC £580+ (100s) £60
954 E 1912-24 5d vals of various shades and many cds good dupln STC £1100+ (c232) £100
955 E 1912-24 g-fine mint seln to 2½d incl shades & some wmks (c22) £36
956 S 1912 1d deep brick-red right corner marginal (mounted on margin only)Spec N16(6) (1) £28
957 E 1912-20 fine m/m & u/m seln from ½d to 2½d with shades and spec no  Inspection

advised STC £530+ (c23) £55
958 E 1912-22 ½d shade colln incl controls.   (30) £70
959 S 1912-22 1d scarlet vermilion SGN16 (14) u/m bought from SG Sept 05. (1) £40
960 E 1912-22 1½d reference colln of shades noted deep yellow brown & bright chestnut (18) £80
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961 E 1912-22 2d reference colln of shades noted 2d Deep Reddish orange.  (32) £120
962 E 1912-22 2½d reference colln noted control C13 French Blue, Deep Bright Blue,

Milky Blue. (28) £200
963 E 1912-22 3d reference colln incl N19 control pair. Heliotrope.   (13) £60
964 E 1912-22 O 4d & 5d reference colln.  (12) £32
965 E 1912-22 6d range of shades incl slate purple u/m.   (8) £80
966 E 1912-22 10d & 1/- shades m&u, plus part set 2½d-1/-.    (23) £160
967 S 1916 1½d deep yellow brown very fine l/m/m bottom marginal SG 365 var Spec

N18 (11) (1) £20
968 S 1918 2/6 brown SG415 fine m/m (1) £28
969 S 1919 10/- dull grey-blue SG417 fine m/m (1) £65
970 S 1919 5/- rose-red SG416 g-f m/m (1) £48
971 S 1922-23 1½d bright chestnut SG364var spec N18 (14) fine u/m (1) £24
972 E 1924-6 shade colln ½d to 3d.  (49) £100
973 E 1924-6 4d & 5d shade colln.   (11) £100
974 VE 1924-6 6d, 9d, 10d & 1/- shade colln noted 1/- deep fawn brown control mint. (35) £280
975 S 1929 PUC £1 good mint, slight toning. See Photo. (1) £360
976 S 1934 2/6 chocolate brown SG450 very fine l/m/m (1) £24
977 S Sg 249a 7d Deep Grey Black. A very fine unmounted mint bottom marginal example

accompanied by an RPS certificate. £60
978 S Sg Spec M16 var 2½d Deep Bright Ultramarine. A superb unmounted mint example

of this unlisted (by S.G) shade. £95
979 S Sg 441 1½d Red Brown DRAMATIC PERF SHIFT. A superb lightly mounted mint

example partially IMPERF. Has a couple of short perfs. See Photo £150
980 VS Sg 407 2/6 Grey Brown. A superb unmounted mint example with excellent centering.

See Photo £450
981 S Sg 400 2/6 Sepia Brown. A very fine unmounted mint example.   See Photo £270
982 S Sg Spec N14 n ½d Green “SOLID SHADING TO LEFT OF HALF PENNY”. A

superb unmounted mint example. £75
983 S Sg Spec N14b ½d Green NO WATERMARK. A superb unmounted mint side

marginal example. £95
984 S Sg Spec N8f 1d Carmine SMALL WHITE SPOT ON FOREHEAD. A fine mounted

mint example. £75
985 E WWI censor cancels with vals to 1/-, stamps & on pieces with censors - F.P.O’s  etc.

(Sev dozen) £160

KING GEORGE VI
986 S 1937 defin set of 5 with inv wmk SG462wi/66wi fine L/m/m (5) £36
987 S 1948 SW pair u/m.  (2) £12
988 VS Sg 540 var ½d Orange SPECTACULAR MIS-PERF. A Superb unmounted mint

corner marginal block of 4 See Photo. £295

QUEEN ELIZABETH II
989 VS 1952 Wilding Head PROOF. A superb photographic proof mounted on card for the

proposed 2½d design. Registration no 747 on rear. A SCARCE item.  See Photo £495
990 E 1955-1958 Wildings, de la rue (DLR) printing, perfinned DLR. Parcel used. One of

each value. Pair of pounds. STC £134 as normal, very unusual. £35
991 S 1961 POSB 2½d block shift u/m.  (1) £8
992 S 1968 Christmas 4d bistre shift u/m Pierron F339 CSd.   (1) £12
993 S 1970 9d Anniversaries golf shift u/m.  (1) £8
994 S 1972 3p Explorers blue shift “2 pairs of eyes” Pierron F461C sa u/m.  (1) £15
995 S 1977 Christmas 9p perf shift showing THE TWELVE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS at the

top & 1979 13p pair with perf shift cutting into design. (3 + normal) £40
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996 E 1978 Buildings M/S x 9 each place with Plating guide & 1978 Invoice for £46!  (9) £12
997 S 1980’s/early 1990’s Cylinder blocks of 6, plus Castles £3. Face stated to be £143.62.

(dozens) £160
998 S 1981 18p Butterflies gold shift u/m Pierron F 831CSa u/m.  (1) £8
999 S 1989 Greetings booklets (11) 5 strips & 1990 Panes (3) £65
1000 S 1993 £10 Cylinder block of 6.  (6) £100
1001 E 2001 Smiler ingot sheet. Sg. LS4 fine u/m retails at £120.   (1) £80
1002 B Box of unsorted mostly QE2 off paper material and needing to be checked (many 100’s) £18
1003 A Album of m&u regionals & a few Machins.  (100’s) £60
1004 S Wilding set um, SG 536/539.  STC £225. £95
1005 S Accum of Machin Cylinder blocks, majority decimal. Face £149.   (dozens) £200
1006 E Commems in Cylinder blocks 1966-75 & pre-decimal & decimal Machins, also block

of 4 1963 Compac Phosphor (no cylinder).    (100’s) £70

DECIMAL MACHIN DEFINITIVES
1007 A Great Britain Collection Dealer Stock Mint & Used in 32 side Stockbook. All sorted

& priced. The mint mostly UM. Most values represented Valuable lot, High resale
value.  (100s) £80

BOOKLETS
1008 S 1798 70p Thatching selvedge at left SG FD3A & Wattle Fence Making. Selvedge at

left SG FD6A. (2) £100
1009 S 1972 Wedgewood x 4 one with good perfs & single ½p reasonable perfs.  (5 items) £60
1010 S 1978 70p Dry stone walling selvedge at left. SG FD4A.  (1) £80
1011 S 2/- x 3 KEDVII in complete booklets, the remaining interesting.  (3) £30
1012 S Small useful seln incl 1988 x 3 & 1990 Greetings b/lets fine u/m (6) £48

PROOFS-TRIALS-ESSAYS-ETC
1013 VS Sg Spec L229 1/- COLOUR TRIAL IN BROWN LILAC, OVPt SPECIMEN. A

superb unmounted mint corner marginal block of 4.  See Photo £325

FIRST DAY COVERS
1014 S 1957 Scouts Nyasaland Scouts cover Sutton Coldfield skeleton cds. Slight tear &

couple of spots typed address. Cat £150. £30
1015 A 1963-8 seln of FDC’s in P.Office album. Mostly illustrated.  (c116) £38
1016 S 1966 Hastings phos relevent cds Kingsway WC2 neat hand address.   (1) £30
1017 S 1967 Jersey 3d Phospor on display FDC. Superb £160
1018 S 1969 Investiture GPO Cover typed address superb cds KINGSWAY TELEVISION

HOUSE. Updated with 1d & 4½d. What a relevant cds!!   (1) £50
1019 B 1970s-80s seln of covers (c95) £20
1020 B 1973-1991 range of clean FDC’s.  (c350) £48
1021 S 1974 Heritage on Mercury FDC - Leicester Heritage slogan PMK which catches

righthand stamp on 7p pair.     See Photo £200
1022 S 1980 Birds Queens School Rheindahlen official FDC. Superb. £80
1023 A 1980 Queen Mother Isle of Man Crown slogans on GPO covers all different towns (28) £65
1024 A 1980 Queen Mother Isle of Man Crowns slogan on GPO covers all different towns (28) £65
1025 S 1982 Cars Ford cover with NEC Cds.  (1) £20
1026 VB 2 boxes of Benham Silks 1980-1996, complete 172 sets in 19 vols. Retail £4000. List

provided. (Qty). £260
1027 B Accum of FDC’s many recent, also few CI etc. (345) £80
1028 E Benham Definitive covers 1983-6.   (61) £90
1029 A Benham small silks 1980 Year set. £30
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1030 A Benham BLS types 1982-3 some signed incl 1983 fish (Jardine), Army, (Stradden),
fairs (Chipperfield).    (47) £65

1031 A FDCs Coins & Stamps. Various in Album. Nice lot. £50
1032 A Collection 1973 TCCB set of FDCs 100 years of English County Cricket Covers. £75
1033 2A Great Britain FDC Collection 1937-1983, two volumes (200 approx) includes 1940

stamp centenary perkins bacon illustrated. 1948 Olympic Games, many later A/B + A/L. £200
1034 A Great Britain 1977 Silver Jubilee collection, covers, FDC’s, events, slogans etc. (90+)

including letter card, concorde, railway, royal visits, spithead review, cameo etc. £75
1035 A Seln of covers in P.Office album 1982-90 many Cotwolds.  (c72) £30

COMMEMORATIVE COVERS
1036 B Box of RAF flown covers, mainly earlier with many signed. (c190) £80
1037 A Album of 40 Benham signed covers. £150

PRESENTATION PACKS
1038 E 2000’s duplicated range of packs, face £62.92 (c18). £55
1039 S 2003 ms in 5 packs fine u/m (5) £24
1040 B Large box of empty presentation packs & year books. (without stamps) £40
1041 E GB small range of better presentation packs. £48
1042 B Box full of empty GB P/packs.  (Qty). £16
1043 E Range of presentation packs from 1969 to 2008 STC £202.   (21) £55
1044 A Packs 1967-76.   (53) £44

PHQ CARDS
1045 S 1973 Inigo Jones card no 936 very fine used with FDI (1) £60
1046 B 1973-1995 m & u in albums with better inc Inigo Jones unused etc (100s) £160
1047 S 1973 cricket mint PHQ card, cat £275. £36
1048 S 1974 Fire PHQ card (950) cat £150, but a corner mark. £13
1049 B 7 vols of unused sets with better earlies from 1973-1990’s, good clean lot, appears to

be complete. (100’s) £120
1050 B Comprising of 78 mint sets of which 20+ retail at £3, list provided, m&u, NP Marks. (c78) £40
1051 2B Good range of sets etc m & u plenty to sort here (100s) £100
1052 B modern range of cards with sev 100 sets all appear unused (100s) £24
1053 2A GB collection 1975-1988 PHQ mostly used sets 2 volumes. Good lot. (70+ sets) £50
1054 B Carton of 1980’s mainly incl Channel Is. etc. (100’s) £20
1055 B Eight RM tan albums each containing themed front used PHQs (approx 250 sets)

Buildings & Transport, Art, Lit & Music, Sport & Leisure, Animals, Science & Tech,
Famous People, Botanical, Christmas. £200

AIRLETTERS
1056 A Seln of modern in folder with many different. (few 100) £25

POSTAGE DUES
1057 S 1954 2/6 P Due SG D45 fine m/m (1) £32
1058 E 1959-63 ½d, 1d, 3d, 5d, 6d, 1/-, 1968-69 2d, 3d, 5d, 6d, 1/- & photo 4d, & 8d all

in u/m blocks of 9.   (117) £45

OFFICIALS
1059 S 1977 10½p Andrew Restall ART WORK for Racket Sports set. A superb piece hand

painted with signature along side. £140
1060 S Sg 041 ½d Vermilion OVPt ARMY OFFICIAL. A very fine lightly mounted mint

control Q pair. £195
1061 S Sg SO30 6d Green GOVT PARCELS OVPT SPECIMEN. A superb unmounted mint

example. £195
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POSTAL FISCALS AND REVENUES
1062 S 1962 Magistrates Courts 2/6 a used strip of 3 a little faded Marylebone Magistrates Court

Cancel 1970. Barefoot states “few used examples have yet been seen”. See Photo. (3) £100
1063 E Revenues Consular Service types also Isle of Man KEVII 1/- & KGV 1/-  (2)  (23) £20
1064 S Mint Health & Pensions Insurance 1/5 (block of 4), Unemployment Insurance 2d

(2), 4d, 5d, National Health Insurance 5d, 6d grey (2), 6d blue, 7d purple  (2) (14) £24

REGIONALS
1065 S Wales u/m range.  (dozens) £12

CHANNEL ISLANDS
1066 A 1990s used colln in green binder. STC £470 £45

CHANNEL ISLANDS AND I.O.M
1067 A 2 cover albums of very recent FDC’s also a few Falkland Is etc.  (143) £50

GUERNSEY
1068 A 1969-83 colln in s/book all fine u/m incl many sets etc. STC 296 Euros.   (few 100s) £65
1069 A Unused Davo hingeless album for Guernsey & Jersey to 1990.   (1) £15
1070 B Packs to c2007.   (100’s) £150
1071 B Colln in 2 Davos u/m to 2007, plus album of FDC’s.   (100’s) £200
1072 B Shoebox full of covers, early to modern (few 100) £60
1073 A Chiefly used in 2 albums to 1980’s.  (100’s) £36

ALDERNEY
1074 A U/M colln in Davo album to 2007.   (100’s) £65
1075 E Range of 16 early p/packets.  (16) £32
1076 E Seln of b/lets & 8 prestige. Face £84.50. (c15) £60
1077 S FDC’s 1995-2003.    (34) £34
1078 S U/M incl multiples 1994-2003 face stated to be £168.90  (dozens) £120
1079 A 9 New Davo binder & a few pages for Alderney.  (1) £10

ISLE OF MAN
1080 A FDC Colln in green folder. Some better postmarks noted. £65
1081 B Two Davo albums contg colln to 2007, plus sundry FDC’s.   (100’s) £200
1082 A SG One Country album cont. used colln. with vals to £5 P.Dues, etc. £32
1083 A Chiefly used in 2 albums to 1990’s.  (100’s) £30
1084 A Isle of Man Borek album of chiefly fine used to 1984.   (Dozens) £26
1085 A Brand new SG Davo hingeless album to 1988.  (1) £20

JERSEY
1086 A 1969-83 fine u/m colln in s/book with many sets STC 260 Euros.   (few 100) £55
1087 B Colln in 2 Davos u/m to 2007 plus album of FDC’s.   (100’s) £200
1088 E Seln of better b/lets face values up to £3.12. (c53) £40
1089 E Modern range of u/m m/s’s. Face £123.50 (dozens) £80
1090 S KGVI 3d of GB optd “Swastika/Jersey 1940 Sg. SW5 f.u on small piece sold “as is”

Cat £1700 (if genuine).   (1) £55
1091 A Lindner hingeless album 1976-1990.  (1) £10
1092 A New Davo binder for Jersey.  (1) £10

LOCAL ISSUES
1093 S Staffa (Scotland) £8 Bird pair of Gold stamps se-tenant x 4 (face £64) P.T.S.A. £120

u/m. (8) £40
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1094 E Miscellany with Lundy, Hern, Calf of Man, Steepholm, Scottish Islands etc. (100s) £85

GB COLLECTIONS & MIXED LOTS
1095 VA The valuable QV colln in s/bk from 1840 2d blue (4) two with 4 margins, two with

3 margins, 1841 2d incl 1, 3 & 4 in MC, 1d imperfs, 1d stars & 2d stars under &
over prints, 1d Plate set to 225, 2d Plates incl 9 & 13 M, ½d incl Pl 9 u, & an
inverted used various mint (17), 1½d both plates M, & Copestake underprint,
extensive used surface printed Specimens incl 8d, 1883-4 1/-, 1883-4 2/6 (4), 5/- (2),
10/- (2 one is VFU), 1883-4 mint to 9d, Jubilees, KGV incl 1912-22 mint with
controls, 1924-6 to 1/-, incl ½d & 1½d ovpt cancelled, Seahorse incl 5/- DLR M, BW
2/6, 5/-, 10/- (2) fine mint Wembleys, PUC incl wmk varieties, KGVI incl 1939-48
M, SW £1 etc. (100’s) £3500

1096 VA Valuable KEVII specialised colln, we note ½d yellow green plate proof on
unwatermarked yellow paper, numerous mint shades (some u/m), incl 9d (11), 10d
(7), 1/- (11) plus many used incl 10/- & £1 cds a few Mckennals. Needs specialist
viewing.    (100’s) £1000

1097 VE QV-KG from 1d blacks (2 are with 4 margins) & another photgraphic forgery, 1841
1d large margins, but with intense vermilion MC Cat £4500 (small faults), later LE
incl 1d Plate 225, later to KGV & range of Dues, officials & overprints (some later).
(100’s) £700

1098 VA Colln from 1d black 4 margins Plate 3, LE incl 2 1d stars with OUS overprints,
embossed cut round 6d/2), 10d, 1/- (2), 1867 10/- SG128 Perfin & rounded corner
1883-4 to 10/-, later to 1960. See Photo.   (100s) £350

1099 VA Good to fine used colln in clean Lighthouse album incl 1854-64 1d reds 71-224 (less
&&) u, S.P. vals to 1/- 1887 Jubilees to 1/- u, KEDVII to 2/6 u, KGV vals to 1/-,
KGV, then QEII commems to 1980’s + P.Dues etc. Clean colln STC £10,000+. (100s) £315

1100 VB Carton of packs, booklets & a few FDC’s & sundry oddments.   (100’s) £300
1101 B Bundle of priced album pages incl Channel Is etc. PTSA £850 approx.  (100’s) £220
1102 VA Used colln in black windsor album from 1840 1d black (poor) imoerf 1d reds,

plated 1857 1d reds range to pl.220, KEVII to 2/6 u, KGV vals to 1/- u, S Horses to
5/-, KGVI m & u vals to £1, QEII range of mainly mint to 1970 etc (100s) £200

1103 B & Channel Islands & IOM album pages. PTSA approx £800.   (100’s) £200
1104 B Large bundle of priced album leaves incl Channel Is & Isle of Man. PTSA approx

£800.  (100’s) £200
1105 B Bundle of album leaves with CI etc. PTSA £800 approx.   (100’s) £200
1106 B Bundle of pages incl CI etc. PTSA £800 approx. (100’s) £200
1107 A KGV-QE Commems etc, incl early 1960’s u/m phospher commems. Clean lot. (100’s) £180
1108 E QV-KGV m&u seln on s/cards with better vals to 10/-, we note, 1870-1880’s 4d

brown, 4d sage green both cds’s etc. Viewing recmmended. (few 100) £150
1109 VA Windsor album from 1840 1d block 4 margins, but faults, useful QV & later to early

1970’s. (Few 100s) £125
1110 A Large stockbook of QV-QE much mint noted. Edward watermark.  (100’s) £120
1111 E KGVI, but mainly QEII machins in cyl blocks, all u/m. High cat value.  (82 blocks) £100
1112 B A mass accum in large box, comprising of FDCs, PHQs & posters etc.   (100s) £100
1113 E QV-KGVI with range of line engraved later QV, KEVII, KGV to 10/- (2) SW £1 pair

etc.  (dozens) £90
1114 A QV-QE used colln in Davo album.  (100’s) £80
1115 A GB commems album 1924-70’s with SW £1 u/m a few phosphors etc.   (dozens) £75
1116 A Three GB collns, all in a red album. £70
1117 A Stockbooks of QE M&U defins, chiefly Wildings with better.   (100’s) £70
1118 B Carton of dupl QV-QE in exercise book etc. Vast cat.  (1000’s) £60
1119 B Great Britain Collection Mint + Used in 4 large stockbooks QEII. £50
1120 S Booklet, mainly QV, catalogues circa £1500, condition average. £50
1121 A KGVI 1937-1969 mint ranges noted 1951 Festivals to £1.   (dozens) £50
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1122 S Small seln of KEVII to 1/- g.f.u, many cds & KGV 2/6 S Horses x 12 High cat lot (c81) £48
1123 A Great Britain Collection Regionals. Mint & Used Dealer stock. All identified UM/Used

& priced ready for Retail. Good potential.  (100s) £45
1124 A Sundry items noted 1972 Wedgwood used pane reasonable perfs 1972

Commonwealth SW sets used. 1948 SW £1 u/m.   (few 100’s) £45
1125 2B A mass accum of mainly machins but some commems noted good mix 15kgs (1000s) £40
1126 2B Kiloware of machins, commems etc all on paper + some foreign (1000s) £40
1127 A QV to QEII neatly housed in Jumbo stockbooks (1000+). Also Foreign.  (100s) £40
1128 A 1957-1980 Mint comm. Collection 8 page Stockbook (16 sides) with UM/MM. Lot

vast majority sets Decimal face £30+. £40
1129 B Stamp cards in 3 albums NPM & Regional (mint 150), (FDI 100) plus early NPM sets. £40
1130 E Cover colln on pages. Some earlies and interesting signatures. £38
1131 B Box of kiloware & seln of fine used on s/pages incl inv wmks.   (1000’s) £38
1132 A 1995-2005 very f.u. colln in s/book with sets of cutouts of FDC’s.   (dozens) £38
1133 A 1995-2005 fine used colln in s/book on pieces. STC 165 Euros.   (dozens) £38
1134 B Duplicated seln on hagnars in ring binders from KEVII to modern QEII g-f.u (100s) £32
1135 B Early to modern m & u with some useful (100s) £32
1136 B Glory box of mainly used early to modern loose pages, s/book & album, etc. Good

winter sorter. (100’s) £32
1137 A Small used range in s/book with duplicated vals to 10/-, mainly KGV to QEII.

(few 100s) £30
1138 A Collection mint & used. (Few 100s all different) All reigns nice starter lot. £25
1139 B Carton contg KEVIII & KGVI kiloware stated to be 800 gms.  (100s) £25
1140 E Two s/bks with oddments, we note 1963 Compac & Geographical phos u/m also a

few 1953 C-W Coronations.  (dozens) £25
1141 A U/M 1937-70 range incl KEVI to 1/-  (dozens) £24
1142 A 1971-90 Davo hingeless album. Unused.  (1) £20
1143 B 5 Kilo + bag of mixed on off paper, M.S.Charity Collection. £10
1144 B GB Machins in envelopes all on paper.  (1000’s) £8
1145 A Red Windsor 1982-1990 with Hawids on many pages. (1) £8
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